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Teachers. Keep Looking for Their Raise!!
by Jean St. Andre
Teachers, negotiations, pay
raises, petitions, marches ... the list
could go on forever in the faculty's
search for their well-deserved and
long-overdue pay raise.
Several steps have been taken by
the faculty to reach their goal. One
of the measures that was
undertaken by the 'faculty was the
drawing up of a petition to send to
Governor Dukakis. (This petition
was printed in an earlier edition of
the Comment.) The petition did not
seem to have much of an effect on
the legislators - some acknow·
ledged it and some didn't.

Students as well as faculty from a
number of schools, including
Bridgewater, were involved in a
protest march at the State House
during our recent March vacation.
There they aired their grievances
about the Governor's proposed
level-funding. About the only effect
of this was some publicity by
newspapers.
Where have these action taken
them? According to Dr. Milton
Boyle, Head of the Facuity Council,
the measures "haven't shown much
result as yet." The main problem

seems to lie in the negotiation
process. We are right in the middle
of a controversial process, and a pay
raise could come as early as May, or
possibly not for a very long time.
Last week, the students of
Framingham State College held a 2day boycott of classes to help thei~
faculty obtain a pay raise. In
addition, the faculty at Framingha~
threatened to strike if their contraCt
was not signed. Whether or not the
signing of the contract was a result
of the student boycott, Framingham
along with Fitchburg, Salem and

North Adams State, should receive more and more impatient and
their pay raises soon.
frustrated; negotiations could
Dr. Boyle doesn't feel that a strike continue until next year; and SSC's
faculty may be without a raise for an
or demonstration would be helpful unfairly long time.
in Bridgewater's situation. This is
The far-reaching effect, if raises
, due to the fact that negotiations are
aren't
granted, could lead to a
in progress and it is all a matter of
lowering of the high level of
time until negotiations are education that is present here at
BSe. Teachers will be forced to
completed.
assume other jobs to balance their
What' 5 going to happen? No one budget -. this will result in less time
knows. Some legislators have devoted to school work, and less
claimed that they will not support time for the individual student. Let's
the Governor'slevel·funding hope that pay raise comes soon pro~ram; teachers will begin to get
for our sake as well as the teachersl!

Scholarships Available
Dr. George A. Weygand,
President of the Bridgewater State
College Alumni Association, Has
announced that forty-one Alumni
Scholarships and six Grants-in Aid
will be awarded to students in June
of this year. Dr. V. James DiNardo,
Treasurer of the Alumni
Association. r:as indicated that t,he
~."'.
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at this· time.
other scholarships
and grants-in-aid
be . in the
amount of $100 each, amounting to
a total assistance program of $5,400.

will.

The scholarships and grants-in-aid
will be awarded from the following
funds:
..
.... I
Barbara Ohellis Memoria.
Scholarship- .1· scholarship
S. Elizabeth Pope Fund- 6
scholarships, 6 grants"in-aid
Scholarships: "true scholarship and
achievement"
Grants~in-Aid: "financial need
(from instructions to the
Scholarship .Committee from the
trustees of the fund, 1972)
. Howard Wilbur Scholarship Fund~
10 scholarships
N

"for the purpose of assisting worthy
students traning to be teachers ... I
would like the basis of the awards to
scholarship, promise of success in
teaching, good personsality and
need with a leaning toward teaching
elementary grades and
kindergarten- primary ,although the
latter is not necessarily essential."
(b'om Mrs, Howard Wilbur's letter

shouldlikeihe .. of the award to
be scholarship, promise of succes.s
in teaching,good . personality and
need with aleaning toward
elementary grades and kindergarten-primary. altough the latter is
not neccessarily essential." (from
Mr. Howards letter of Dec. 28,
1964.)
Edith GShoo)man Award- 1
scholarship
Owen B. and Esther T. Kiernan
Scholarship fund - 2 scholarships
"to assist... in the preparation of
future teachers ...financially and
academically worthy student in any
manner you deem feasible. In the
selection of recipients, the
concurrence of the college

Co~edNeeds

President, as well as the Deans of
Men and Women, should be
sought." (from Owen Kiernan's
letter of Dec. 2, 1963.)
Class of 1924 Library Science
Scholarship- 3 scholarships
Isabelle Duarte Mesquita Fund- 5
scholarships. 4it is my particular
desire that aU student qualifications
being equc).l, priority be g\ven to

Arthur C.Boyden Class..of 1915
scholarships
Jeanne F. Doherty Class of 1961
Fund· 1 scholarship
Dr. Henry Rosen Memorial
Scholarship Fund- 1 scholarship
Alumni Association Scholarship
.Fund- 2 scholarships
Application forms -whidi must be
submitted by Friday, April 22, 1977,
and information relative to these
scholarships and grants~in-aid may
be ~ecured from. the Office of
Student.Affairs~ Boyden han.
The formal presentation of these.
sholarships and grant-in-aid awards
will be made at the annual meeting
of the· Alumni Association on
Saturday, June,4, 1977.
Fund~3

Your Help

~. by Barbara' Wright

In January of 1976, a very new
and . exciting .. program began at
Bridgewater State College.
FormaUy; it is .called the Alternative
Living Program (A.L.P.), but it is
better known as "co-ed." For those
involved and those who have come
up to visit the co~ed fifth floors at
Durgin and Shea Halls, it has been a·
great year and a half! But it could
end prematurely. We need more
people for next year. For some
reason, students here, especially
the women, have the wrong idea of
cooed and won't even think of trying
it out. This program took a lot of

work, and not just for us. We have
hopes that we would, begin
something that could be enjoyed by
many. But few took advantage of it.
Now you could lose something
you've never experienced. How:
many of you plan on living the rest of
yotU .life with two hundred and·
ninety-nine people of the same sex?
The attitude on the fifth floors is one
of maturity. The name "Family" fits. '
Everyone up here works together to
see the others ~hrough. As any
family,·' we've gone through. hard
times, but those were overshadowed by the many good times: punch

SPRING SPRUCE-UP
April '29 & 30
Watch/or more in/ormation.

~.

parties, Saturday Nite Live, First
Annual Christmas/Anniversary
~arty,
:Glohe Santa, cooed
mtramural sports, and many other
fun times we will never forget. This
shouldn't have to end! Contrary to
popular opinion, this is not a clique.
Everyone is welcome and
encouraged to come up. Please
don't. let this die· without at least
seeing what it is, could be~ and will
be jf you allow it! Come on up to the
fifth and look around. Talk to the
people and, while you're up .there,
sign ,up to stay on for next year. Or
sign up on the .lists. on the bulletin
boards on the ground floors.ofShea
and DU1'9iD. If you're going to stay at
toe Hill next year, why not try co:
ed? .It can't be too bad· if we have
senior girls returning to the Hill for a
fourth year in a row! That's a rarity,
and it's all because of co~ed. You
really don't know' what you're
missing!

(I
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Declaration of Major
Department meetings will be held
for· the purpose of Declaration of
Major on Thursday, April 21, at 11
a.m. The assigned· meeting rooms
for each department· are .listed
below.
Students who wish to change
their current area of interest to a
major which is different from their
current area of interest must secure
. their Declaration of Major Form,
from the office of the Coordinator of
Academic Advising, Mr. Haughey,
before April 19,1977 , at 5 p.m. They
must bring this form to the
department meeting of their choice
where instructions will. be given on
the completion of the form.
Students who wish to remain in
their area of interest for· their
Declarationqf . Major will· recieve
their fonTIs at the department
meetings. Instruction on· the
completion· of the form will be
provided at the meeting.
Those students who wish to
remain as· undeclared majors may
do so and should attend the meeting
for undeclared majors.' . ,
_.
Those st~dents who do not
attend the department meeting on
April 22 may not complete their PreRegistration untilthey complete the .
process.

ROOM ASSIGNMENTS
Anthropology
Art
Biology
Chemistry
Comm. Arts & Sciences
Early Child. Education
Earth Science
Elementary Education
English
French
Chemistry-Geology
Geography'
History
Math & Computer Science
Phil. & Religious Studies
Health & Phys .. Education
Physics
Political Sdence
Psychology
SoCiology
Spanish
Special Education
Undeclared

L238
A9
S224
S334
UAud

B20
5304

BDem
LlO4
LI06
5334
5304
B36
Ll0
L215
SLeet

Sl08
LI01
L212

L102
L106
BAud

UDem
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Letters to
the Editor

News Briefs
••••••••••••••••••••••
. Program Comm.
Announces Events

Class of '78--Presidential Elections
r0

Juniors,
The Program Committee is
all JuniorsHave you attended any even that sponsoring the following events:
Soon, the elections for our senior
the class of '78 has put on? Have you April 18 . Blood, Sweat & Tears
:]ass officers will take place (April
20th). I, Lee Policow will be running even heard of any? In the past three Concert, Tom Parks, comedian, 8
years, events sponsored by our p.m .. $4, S.U. Auditorium
for the office of President.
The person who will lead our class class have been poorly attended and April 20 - Paul Winter Consort
next year should have certain at the last one money was lost. It's Concert, 8:00, S.U. Aud. $1
time to change this!
students; $2.50 public. (Will also do
qualifications. Since the office
As SGA Treasurer for the past music workshop).
places you on many committees,
· both social and political, the
two years, I have handled April 24 - Movie: "Blazing Saddles"
president should have committee
$200,000.00 of your SGA fee 7:00 Ballroom; $.75 Mel Brooks has
experience, not only with students,
competently and efficiently. For the created an uproarious western
past three years at sse I have been parody that goes beyond the
'but also with faculty and
administrators. I have fulfilled this a member or chairperson of various spoofery of Western into about
qualification by serving on many committees. Through campus every gag that comes to mind.
committees. They are: Representa- involvement I have gained April 27 - Lecture: Andrew Greeley,
tive of SCEC, Executive Soard of experience in organization, in Ballroom, 8 p;m., Nationally known
Durgin Hall, Martin T. Rizzo' handling and raising money, in sociologist speaking on "A Report
. Scholarship Selection Committee, getting new programs started, and I from Great Ireland: The Tale ofIrish
Food Service Selection Committee, have seen what goes into the Americans. "
Orientation Leader, worker at Dr:s making of successful events.
April 28 -Spring Day! 11:00 outside
Next year may be the last time Student Union .- featuring lowApothecary, usher at graduation,
that we will be with our friends from
employed by the Student Union,
motion circus, jugglers, and
SGA, Program Committee,· BSC; rwant to make it a great year. I acrobats, balloons, ice cream.
entertainment sub·committee, and have experience but also the spirit May 9-14 - Spring Week Activitiesand enthusiasm to make sure every Outdoor concert, cookout,
also the soccer team.
The second qualification I feel our, endeavor that our class decides to
Rathskeller band, folksinger, bike
next president should have is take on becomes a reality.
race, games, FUN!
.
I ask your support in helping to
leadership. I have exercised
authority by being: Freshman make our class the best one· ever
Representative of SCEC, Vice and I urge you to vote on
Chinese Day
·President of Durgin Hall, 2nd Vice Wednesday, April 20th.
, ;President of SGA, Orientation
Sincerely,
Slated for April 20
:Leader, and above all, bl,,: ,g
Lynne Borski
chairperson of Homecoming, lY:;6.
Chinese Day at the Formal Dning
I The third qualification that I feel is
~oom once again returns to SSC. It
:necessary to make a competent
No Respect
Nil! be held on Wednesday, Apri120.
ipresident of our class is that of
fhe price is $1.50 and the menu is as
For
Life
1knowing how to guide and
:ollows:
·determine present and future
decisions. Besides serving on all of To the Editor:
the above mentioned committees, Why is: it that a certain prof. in the
to shaw no.'
being 2nd V-P of SGA and VP of a Math- Dept.
dorm; Ihave beenstude.nt tec:lch~pg respect for
which \i~\ped
.
~.~!~~'~~~i,;i,~,~:t;
.polificallywt\h stuidettt$:~·~
admjnistrators~
The last and most important
qUalification that I feel our President

should display is that of. a social
coordinator and leader. What better
training could anyone possible have
other than being chairperson of
. Homecoming, . Organizing the
Blood,Sweat, and Tears COHcert,
serving on Program Committee and
being on entertainment subcommittee. I'll . match these
qualifications against any other.
candidatel Remember, that's Lee
Policow, the qualified candidate:
Thanks
Lee'Policow
P.S. Please don't forget to vote on
Aprit" 2'O!

didn't do their homework. they
would be behind (or the rest of the
semester and might as well move to

the Canary Islands and kill
themselves. It saddens me to think
that people who teach others can be
so calous about life and death in the
classroom.
A disappointed student

Is Room Pick
A Fair System?

ice cream

~~ ~MKS
(0 MEDIAN

6u

Progress Program
IS

in Library room 10. Stop in for an
interesting learning experience.

fortune cookie
beverage
Students are also invited to use
the Formal Dining Room (located in
the S.u.) at any time for lunch.
Hours are 11-2. It features waitress
service and a quiet atmosphere
where one can enjoy a delightful
buffet meal or order from a menu
selection of club sandwiches and
salad plates. See you thereH .

Attention dorm residents,
Do you like your dorm? Would
you. like to reside there next
semester? Well. do not get your
Photo· Contest
hopes up. According to the way that
the lottery is being· run· for next
semester any. female
.be.
IMAGES OF TIME, Past, Present
assigned to (,\flY· dorm. Seniors will and Future is the theme for a
What is
have first .preference in the room national photography contest \
lottery, juniors second, and so on. announced this week by TIME
This may appear fair on the surface Magazine .
.. but \ookinto it especially if you are
To the Editor:
A grand prize of $1,000 wilJ be
What is .educanon? Educatior; .;\1:L .. underclassman. .
awarded for the best photograph of
If you are presently in a dorm
which overlooks the development of
nature, . people, places, events, Or
the heart isfaillty and its judgments room that you reallylike don't you •objects by an amateur photograph.
will invariably suffer. Real educatioI) feel that you should ~able to stay ·er. in color or black and white.
is the deyelopmeritoiman to the there? Therrialeresiclents of this Second prize is $500 and three third
best ... attainable . standards, the "campus are allowed to have first prizewinners will receive $250each;
dlSciplineof the soul and body with choice. in retaining. their· respective Honorable mentions will receive, the
the best thatcanbe had; Such a task dorms. In other wordS; Scott Hall UFf UBRARY . OF PHOTO~
concerns itself with every part of the residents can choose to stay in GRAPH'i-< .. . . . . . :, ;:_ . ._
student. .If one is· cultivated at· the Scott Hall and are even aU owed to
Prize~Winning pnotogfapns will be
expense of. the other, that keep the same room androommate. s~lected by a panel,otjudges
equilibrium .which is the most The policy for. male residents. of consisting .of world-renown
cherished possession of .the Great Hill is the same.
photographer Alfred. Eisenstaedt,
The women on this cainpus are. former White House Photographer
educated man is lost. If the body is
tultivated at the expense of the on a lottery with all other residents, David Kennerly and Lee Jones,
intellect, the' result is· an athlete. If giving no consideration to where editbrof Magnum Photos: The
the intellect be trained at the cost of they presently live.
winning photographs will be
We -would like to propose an pUblished in . a 'special adv~rtisjng
the will, w~· have a rascal. If the
iinagination is fostered to the alternate plan. Wes.uggest thatan section. on- photography ·.•.·entitled
neglect of other faculties, the gruit of inter·dormatory lottery be heldnrst. "Photography: The. Univ·ersal
such development is a lunatic; if only This would allow those .that are' Language" in TIME's November 28)
the memory is strengthened,the net content with their dormsto remain 1977 .issue.
Details of the photography
produce is a machine. Edu.catioriis in them. After which a lotfery for the .
interested in. the Whole Man with extra rooms' may be held for the contest have been announced in the
Love· the greatest virtue and the whole campus, with preference April 4 issue QfTIME. Deadline for
Heart the strongest faculty. It does going to the seniors and juniors. We entries is September 1, 1977.
not emphasize knowledge and. the feel that this would satisfy more
For contest information or entry
development of a Big Head; it .residents and is -a fairer system than forms, write. to: Marilyn Maccio,
prefers Wisdom and the the one presently being instituted. TIME Magazine, Time. & Ufe
development of a Big Heart! Achille Thank you f~r your consideration, BUIlding, Rockefeller Center, New
A. Joyal
Concerned Students Y9rk, New York.l0020.

APRIL.

AUD.

Attention,
Earth Dwellers!
Attention Earth dwellers! The
BSC Observatory will be open
bE!tween the h9UfS of 8:30 - 10:00

Marchisio in the Earth Science
Department for future events.
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WORCESTER, Mass.-·Clark University and Dynamy a Worcester·
based organization specializing in urban field exper ience'education, will
offer a new program for earning college credit through internships. Open
to. colle~e students and recent secondary school graduates, the program
will be91~ ne~t fall and run through, the academic year.
~nternshlps In the 1977-78 Dynamy/Clark Urban Institute will be
Integrated with coursework in urban affairs communications and
related subjects. successful completion of the ~ine month progra~ will
earn a student 32 semester hours of college credit. Up to 40 students will
be accepted in the program.
Dynamy, located at 57 Cedar Street in Worcester is committed to
fostering learning and growth through first-hand in~olvement in the
wor~in.g world. Clark's
cO-sponsorship of the program will be
administered by the College of Professional and Continuing Education
(CO~ACE~ in c~lIa?o.ration with the School of Geography.
With an mterdlsclphnary focus on urban affairs academic courses of
!he Urban I~stit:,te will b~ presented in semi~ars and workshops
Integrated with field experience. Field research projects will involve
teams of students acting as consultants to agencies and businesses.
The institute is a unique program for recent high school graduates who
seek an alternative way of beginning their college education, and for
college students who want a "different year--i.e., the domestic equivalent
. of,~ year abroa?," says Richa~d ~. Hopkins, dean of COPACE.
Anothe.r umque charactenstlc of the Urban Institute is its joint
sponsorship by a major university and a specialized educational
~nstitution d7dicated to the development and supervision of internships
m the practIcal world of work," adds Dean Hopkins. "By combining
these resources with the educational possibilities of a large metropolitan
. ~rea, the Urban Institute is able to offer a rich program of opportunity for
; ~ntellectual and personal growth. Worcester is a fascinating community
In which to study and live-·jt's large enough to possess all the problems
and possibilities of urban America, yet smallenough to be
comprehensible and workable."
. ~':10ng the more than 150 businesses, agencies, organizations, and
mdlvlduals that have agreed to serve as internship sponsors in the City of
Worcester.
Dynamy and Clark also collaborate. in offering a Summer Urban
Institute, a seven-week internship·based urban studies program carrying
12 semester hours of credit. Dates for the summer program this year will
be June 27 through August 12.
Further information about the academic year or the summer program
may be obtained from S. Paul Reville, Director, Dynamy/Clark Urban
Institute, 57 Cedar Street, Worcester, Mass. 01609
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The COMMUTER ASSOCIATION is holding elections for next
officers on Tues. April 19in SU 2 at 11:00 ... The CARPENTER'S
SHOP an int(!rckmorninationai Christian Fellowship, invites everyone to
come and shaw in warm fritmdship and the love of God. It meets Tues. at
11 :00 iLm. in SU 1; imd Thurs. at 11:00 am. in the SU Green Room.
Hesults of Ilw "I(!cti()!ls fm 1977 78 (lre: Presickm \. Ri(,\~ Odess; Vic(~
Pn'si<i('nt St"V\' S.\li~,hlln/; Sprrditr\j MMt; Fri\llces Muritp, .mel
y(~<.ws

Tr\'i1!;llr\'1

Bl'lh

/\1111 (

~.\l H'iltoHt. ('. )nqrd\lIbllolls lil ,\111 God i~i wilh

'IOU

yet sh
.
INTERNA TIONAL ' o n . W e d , A p r i l
20yh at 8pm~ in the SU Green Room', This meeting is importantiorthe
progress and survival of OUf associatipn. Oon't fQrget to ccme!L.Marge
Piercy is coming Bridgewater! Sponsored by theE!'lGLISH C:LUB
she will appear in the library lecture hall on Thurs. April 28. There IS free
admission and a reception will be heJd after the poetry reading in theSU
Green Room .. The ConcQrd trip is still on for Sun. April 24 with a free bus
leaving in front of tlie.sU at 8 am. There's still rooml Don't forget t~ br~mg
lunch!
.

to

Marathon
There was· SAC .meeting ..last
Wednesday at Mass Maritime. The
agenda in.cluded proposed
dormitory price increases. The fees
proposed were; ·100 dollars'for
Wood Dormitory; 50 dollars for. all
others. The increase· in fees would
be used to pay outstanding debts
rInd to keep. the dorms operating, .

------~----------~~~~-~--~--l~e~ffi~em~nctoowrfu~ffi

Commentary

by· Doug Schorr

repair work.
The Food Service also initiated a
dining hall price increase. The rise in

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1~~~~~oo~rn~d6~
S··
cent for next years' rates. The price

I

writ;~b:J; my ~ommentary t.his week win deal with three subject~.

TU'esdaYJ prl 19th
.11 am free hour
.50tt,:entry fee,

Benefit the Heart Fund
'sponsored by Pol; Sci &
Phys Ed Organizations
...-......-......-..
Help the Catholic Center/

inCrease for the 19 meal plan would
-..,
~...-.. ~
be from the current cost of 19.44 per
week to 21.00 per week. The 15
meal. plan charge would increase
from $17.79/ week to 19.15 per
week.
The Board of Governors of the Center, by means of planning
are renowned: for their particular brand of
A court appointment. Michael E. Catholic Center whishes to extend liturgies, retreats, days of
music. With jazz being one of.t~eir major influences, the.ba~d whic~ is . O'Neal was sworn .in .as an an invit~tion to all faculty,students,. recollection, para-liturgical and
. composed of nine members,. pioneered ~heJazz-R~cks~u~d which
Associate' Justice of the Student staff, and. members of the prayer services, and assessing, as
, turned out another. superstar groUP~ c;hlcago; ..ItwlH def.lnlt~ly be a
Court.
surrounding community to well as promoting, discussion
concert worth seeing, .,Tickets .can be picked up at the Audltonum box
. Academic .Calendar: Amotion participate in the various groups: This committee will also be
.
... '."., .
was made to accept the proposal dimensions of the Centers' life for responsible for liturgical music.
ffi
that the Academic calendar run the following academic year. This
o M:~ch29th Will b~ remembered for a long whil.e by the s~udents living a
4. The Committee for Educationt' the hilL Within a span of less than twelve hours, three ftrealarms had
from September 7, 1977 to partiCipation includes membership a1 Programs. This committee will
gone off;. Theordy'
. 'd'. h h
.-1
December 23, 1977 for first in the following committees:
design educational programs of a
semester _ The Second Semester
constructive. thing that can .be .sal . IS .t . at· t e. stuyents can. be rest
theological nature, and address
assured thatthe fire alarms do work. In fact, they ',A1ork sowell, they even
would be from January 17, 1978 to
1. The Committee for Student themselves to' the raising of
,
May'28, 1978. The motion was Life. This committee will address consciousness· pertaining. to the
go off even when there's no smoke or fi~e!.
the social life of the student crucial social issues of Hfe.
,., The first ~larmwentoftat 6:00 pmandwassaid tobave.g()n~ off
passed.
,
becausetheignition witch on the furncsce was faulty and c~msed It to $tart
.. Un de rgr ad ua t e Curr ic ul urn . population, arrange for receptions r 5. Financial Committee. This
smoking .. Another·alarm went·. off at 6:45 ptn. and was )udgedtohave
Committee, DCC, recomendation: . and social events, and provide social committee will' attend - to . the
gone off for the same reason~ The {ina! one proved to be the best one of
A motion ·to accept the proposed support services to the. center.
financial and administrative matters
three. Showing no sympathy for sleeping student~, the alarm went off at
course . . recommendations. The
, 2; The CommitteeforComuni- ofthe Cent~r..
'.
.
the ,untimely hour of 3:00 aro~ The cause for thls~larm proved to bemotionwasP3ssed.
. .',
tyRelations .. ThisCommittee .will
If you aremterested tnserv~ngon
k
.
"
.
.
The.li'lternational:Sttident
un~own.
.............:...
..'
.
............
Association,ISA:: A motion- was involve .itself . with policies and any;of.the avobe commIttees,
made to acceptISA f()rfacilities~ Le. . practices of the Center psit regIst:atton~ sheets, Jor each
Now I have come to the final item which isnota~ lignt-hearted as the
'previous two. A short time agO,· new mugs ~ere. bought by 'the
. the use of the Student Union and concerns those interested members commIttee. wtll be .avatlable at the
.Raths1,<e1lar to replace paper. c ups with the new mugs. Students enjoyed
living in the surrounding Center's libr<iry from April 16- ~ay
•their glass:of beer even more - but a problemha~already?~veloped,
~:so~~~!~~.for funding, ,The motion community .. This committee Will 8..We strongly urge tho~e who
Mugs started disappearing out of the Rathskellar qUickly; Dunng the first
als() be responsible for cotrimunica- regIster to attend a SOCial and
organizational .meeting. on. May· 8
w
... eek.., 74.m
.. ugs h.ad. already been sto.·l~n .. Thisleav. e.s th.e.~ana~e.ment of
Agenda·..•··Suggestions: F()~ign tions.
Stud.ents'Re.'presentativeo.n . th.e
I)
therpaper cups wlagam
b.e use.d
th~ "Rat"either oftwoalternatives. E~.
3. The <;immittee for Spiritual (7:00 pm.) ~t the Center.
Senate .. This proposal would Life. This: .committee will concern ~efreshf!1ents WIll be seryed. Your
for beer; or the price of beerWl.'U be raIsed to coverthe cost of the,stolent
:·mugs. This directly affects yOU, t~e student. H~lp stop the theft of mugs
delegate .students .. outside. of· the ,itself with the spiritual and personal mterest IS greatly appreciated.
soenjov them without paying. an 1I1creased, pnce for th~ beer.
SGA
to·. represent
their interests OJ'} growth and development of allatthe Fr. Joseph McNamara, o.m.i.
c:r,A
.
The big event for the upcommg.week has to be the Blood, ?~eat and
Tears concert, on April 18.D~vld Clayton:Thom~s has reJoined the
b d d .t should be aworthwhile performance. With Clayton-Thomas
an an 1 · T churned out hits like "AndWhen I Die,"

.
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Trip to
Perkins Sc ho ol

by JoAnn Merzigian
'"It is desirable that the fate of this
class of the human family should
have something to look to. With this
in mind I am induced to give the
house in which I reside as a
permen ant asylum for the blind.'-Colonel Thomas H. Perkins
Without question, of all of
Colone l Thoma s H. Perkins
donatio ns to the city of Boston, the
greates t monum ent is the Perkins
School for the Blind_ Perkins
School, born in 1832 in South
Boston. was moved to an estate in
Watertown, MA. where it is now
located . The school is one of the
leading institutions of its kind in the
world, and the parent of all such
schools in the United States. Under
five directors in its almost century
and a h operation, it has pioneered
many remarkable programs for the
benefit of "this class of the human
family." More than 300 students a
year enroll in its courses, but its
influence is spread throughout the
world.
On Friday, AprilS, approximately
55 students from the Developmental and Adaptive Physical Education
classes, along with our instructors,
Dr. Joseph Huber and Professor
Johann e Smith, were fortunate
enough to obtain a taste of the life of
su..:h people as Perkins first student
Laura Bridgeman, Annie Sullivan,
and Helen Keller.
During the bus ride to Watertown
almost all conversation was nervous
chatter about what to expect when
we suddenly find ourselves in a
room surrounded by students our
own age, who are partially sighted,
~or totally· blind. deaf,o r
sometim e

during

the

semeste r,

studied the varios types of vision

Clinicians wi th their stu de nts

castle. Once in this' building we
were lead into the schools' small
chapel where another surprise
waited for us.
A young man, Mr. Mike
Catarozolo whom we found out
later is legally blind, lead us into the
schools' chapel, and after we were
seated began to explain the types of
student s we would soon encounter.'
Questio ns were answere d and we
learned to say hello in sign language
to help us in the communication
with the deaf studen ts--· then off
we went. .. through the halls, up four
flights of stairs, down a spiral
stairca se, and finally, a few
breathless seconds later, into the
gymnasium. Twenty-five Perkins
student s stood around ready to
greet us, and that's when it
happened-·· suddenly it didn't
matter whether you were a
Bridgewater student or a Perkins
student (some of us couldn't tell the
difference), you were a human being
and the interaction we encount ered
at that moment and for the
remainder of the night, was one of room facing the opposite direction
the most rewarding experiences any at a slight incline 50 that the blind
of us would ever have again.
student s could feel when it was time
After we had found partners, or to go around a corner. Bridgewater
groups, and exchanged names, it students, don your skates!
The
was time to relax and sing. Pauline blind leading the blind? You
bet!
Silvia and Sue Buerkal along with Anyone walking in this room would
their guitars lead some popular have fallen on the floor in
a fit of
songs, such as, Bad, Bad Leroy laughter. Some B.S.C.
Physical
Brown, to help warm the group up.
Education Majors found themselves
We were entertained by a partially being held up on both sides
by the
sighted guitarist from Perkins. For blind students! On approac
hing the
some, the nervousness shown Perkins bowling alleys
more
earlier started to shake· off. For excitement was to
be. found.
others it was time to put a little more Perkins alleys are setup
~th railing~
of their Bridgewater classroom along
sides to

might

add)

and

Andrea

Dox

assistin g dances, it was a time to pair

problems, the characteristics and off, do si do, and swing your partner
manner isms of the blind, the round the floor. For those of us
who
mobility of the blind, and some of us couldn' t imagine how a blind person
even spent 24 hours blind-folded, or could find their partners , or how
a
with our eyes completely bandaged, person could dance withoput even
so we could "see"'. the types of hearing the music, another valuable
problem s the blind encount er in day lesson was learned. With a little
bit
to day living. Suddenly we found of teamwork between sighted
ourselv es coming doser to the student s and 'a warmly extende
d
practica l .experience .of what· we hand,· .student s were seen gliding
readin books, andne~dless to say, With ease, clapping, and foot
we were a bit apprehensive.
. stopming~ Next,· the Alley Cat,
Before we knew it we were taught by Mike Pereaul thelped add
approa ching a large . estate· the enthvsiasm to the group as step
consisting of some of· the most three In .the Perkins surprise was
beautiful· buildings you could ever just in store,. bowling and roller
imagine seeing. .Some buildings,if skating. .1. have trouble·· holding
you looked .inside, were decorated myself up on roller skates, how am
I
with various ··bright ly colored going tohold another person up?
carpets and walls.
The main This seemed to· be the $50,000
building where we would spendth e question. The.hQ aids of the
next three hoursseemed to bring us gyt:nnasium floor were put togethe
r
back intime<ipto a huge. Medievel with boards on the comer. of
the

end of the rail, one part wi;l! light up
up the

position of the remaini ng pins

(for the partially sighted), student
and the 2nd part releases a set of
small pins which will automatically
rise so that the totally blind student
can feel what is left to hit down.
Some students decided to spend
an hOllr or so shooting baskets
along with Perkins student s in
another room. The hoops were
built with a mechanism attache d to
the back which ticked loudly when
turned on .. The student aims where
he/she hears the noise. For the
partially sighted there is a light at the
top. of the. basket, which they can
use for direction of the hoop. Some
of our more talented RS.C.
student s, Jim Potts for exampl e, put
their strong ability to work at
basketball Qnskates·~--bet he was
sore on Saturday. As our final
experience for the night, males and
females alike, attempt ed a little bit of

wrestling. You better believe that
by this time our nervous ness had
disappe ared (with the excepti on of
those about to encoun ter their first
wrestling match). Finally, some
needed refreshments, and before
we knew it--- time to say goodby e to
our newly found friends. A few
more songs, a lot of laughter, some
exchang es of address es, and a

handsh ake or a hug and the
beginning of a whole new outlook on .
life for a lot of people.
On behalf of the Developmental
andAdaptive Physical Educati on'
student s I would like to thank both
Dr. Huber and Ms. Smith for their
constan t encoura gement and their
interest and all of the work they put
into bettering the future for all ofthe
children at the schooL
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Bse Poly Hockey
by Chris McCarthy

The thrill of the game!

Competitive" level. This '1evel" is a
On Sunday, April 3rd, a number
stage where "co-operation of each
of institutions for the "handicapped"
teammate with one another "must
and the "special needs" children and
be present in order to beat the
adults enjoyed an afternoon of
opposing team and the 'competitive
competition and fun, participating in
spirit' must be within each player to
the 4th annual Poly Hockey
produce an understanding and
Tournament sponsored here at
sportsmanship quality in each
BSC's Kelly Gymnasium by the
member of the team."
Students and faculty of the Phys.Ed.
I had the opportunity to interview
Dept. at BSC. Student director and
some of the students. There on
coordinator Bob "Quiggs"
hand, both spectators and workers.
Quitadamo along with the rest of his
Patti
Maclean, a soph. spec. ed
staff of students, conducted a
major, "came to see what it would be
smooth, enjoyable, educational and
like." She has had some experience
exciting afternoon for the 200
working with "special needs
participants compiled from 25
children"
and thought "it was great"
different schools and houses. Not
only the poly hockey games, but to see the kids participate so
also swimming and cartoons and enthusiatically!
films for those not involved or
Jeff Marvelle, phys. ed. major -:
eliminated early in the competition spec. ed minor, who was a
were on the agenda for the "monitor" a person who just made ~
afternoon.
sure things were run smoothly.
What exactly is poly hockey you offered, "The important thing here is
might ask? It is the safer version of to make sure the kids have fun." I
floor hockey revised by the staff also talked to Bob Quitadamo who
. here at BSC. It is played with plastic put 6 weeks into preparing the
sticks and plastic puck in tournament. Assigning people to"
comparison to the wooden certain staffs, calling schools and
"Broomhandle" and felt "donut institutions to
sign up for
shaped" puck of floor hockey. The participation, getting the facilities,
official game calls for 6 players on a (a113 gyms, pool, class rooms for the
side; a center, two forwards or films.) "Many more schools would
wings, two defensemen and a goalie. have shown up", Bob said, "but we
some revisions have been made for had to have it on Palm Sunday,
th~ specific "population" of because it was the only day we could·
participants, having 2 centers, 2 get the facilities." We planned on 41,
wings or forwards, 2 defensemen institutions showing up, but only 25.
and a goalie. "One of the hardest could make it. I asked Bob how hethings," says Bob Quitadamo, "is to thought the tournament went. "As
teach the players to play their far as the cooperation of the kids
positions not the puck." The teams and help from all the college kids, aU"
are in competition for 4 months and went well with no complaints." The"
go to various tournaments before purpose of the tournament was to'
coming to the final tournament held provide a "special needs" child with
here at BSC. Dr. Joseph Huber a chance to play and be like other
explained more technical aspects children - every child could find a.
such as: the "population" as he level of success and the way the
termed it, "we are dea\1ne, with" \s in volunteers 'reacted, we. were'

Flynn commen
.clinicians.

We Won!!

The New Bedford Team

TheFace-off!
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are a non-profit organization on
campus . For further information
please contact Bruce Allessia of
Peter Hartel at Durgin Hall
Dormitory.

Children's
T el ev is io n

Cuba

Hall, both the necess ary
Regist ration Form and the
Guidelines for Particip ants.
To date thirty school districts
have indicate d that they will have
recruite rs at the Third Annual
Interviewing Confere nce sponsor ed
by the Massachuse~ts Educatio~al
Recruiting ConsortIUm of whIch
Bridgew ater State College is an
active memebe r.
Watch for further details as they
become available.

activities made availabl e to the
membe rs of our college commu nity.
To mention a few: Spring Weeke n,
Mixology, and "5 by 2". There are
also six other subcom mittees of the
SU Board of Govern ors which deal
with crucial matters , such as rules
governi ng the use of our great
facility, and abusive action of one's
privileges occurrin g within the SU
Building, the wide variety, prices,
and location of food service s, the
allocatio n of office and bulletin
board space to the various clubs
and organiz ations on our campus ,
the handlin g of a large budget and
purchas ing of necessa ry furnitur e
and equipm ent, and the last of our
six subco mmitt ees is the
Constit ution subcom mittee.
You need not apply for both the
SU Board of Govern ors and
Program Commi ttee, but may if you
wish.
Applica tions will be availab le in
the SU Informa tion Booth beginni ng
April 22 and should be returne d by
May 11. For more informa tion, see
you at the Orienta tion Meetin g at
6:30 in Rooms 205,206, and 207.

be designe d to meet the needs of
three different age categories
of Action for
Tele ...:sio71 (s'A.CT .) is bet\.l..'€en 2 and 12.
an educat ional T. V media
This novei proposal which has
The Univer sity Christ ian
crganizat:on v.: !'lien is if: its initial bee:! put out for industry comment
Movem ent in New England is
~ del.'€~opr:1ent at
the FCC in the form or a notice of sponsor ing a Cuba
project in
Hn"'l,:::';;"..!.''''·;;r
T:'lestafi mquir'y and notice of proposed
conjuction with the World Student
at sse rulemak ing, was commissioned by
cor:s;s: of: Founders- Bruce Alessio ACT. and funded by a grant from Christian Federation. Next faU,
a;:d P€!er Hane:, Hlgh Chairme n the John and Mary M,arkle there will be six students from the
Cuban Stude nt Christ ian
Del.'€' Swan.. Dave
Founda tion to the University of Movement visiting
Canada from
,",,,-,'Wl : JUVt:l and Brian. Hall, Minister
Pennsylvannia.
Septem ber 30 to October 12. These
of Propaga nda- Ken Arnold, Head
Profess or W'iHiam M. Melody, a students , with six
North America n
Organ izer- Barbi faculty membe r of the University of
students
,
will
travel
to campus es
Aiexaoo er and Cruef of Staff· Barb Pennsyl vannia, makes it dear that
WE WANT YOU
Wright. AIl memoor s are interested children are not to be "'protected" and churche s throughout Canada
Come join us on the Studen t
talking
about
the
church
in
Cuba
and concern ed about the T.V. from exposur e to all! advertising.
Union Board of Govern ors or/and
and
related
topics.
Such
topics
media's influence on childrens This wouJd be impossible, but
the Studen t Union Progra m
include: U.S. -Cuba relations, the
televislon i.riev.ing.
children should not be isolated as a role of the
Commi ttee. Get into a whole new
church
in
a
revoluti
onary
Action for Ch:1dren's Television specialized audienc e in order to
facet of college life.
IA.C.T.) isa Boston- based group of take advan tage of their society, women in Cuba, Religion in
Find out about the new
parents and other concern ed vulnerabilities through the use of Cuba today.
renovat ions in the Rathske llar and
There will be a confere nce in
peopie.I t was formed in 1968 b);.;four tailor-made advertising directed
other parts of the Studen t Union
Toronto the weeken d of Octobe r 1
Boston mothers w1th children, as a especially towards them.
Building
&
2,
. Want to know how Blood,
1977
involvin
g
students
from
citizens advocac y group. Since that
This finally comes to the ultimaye
Sweat and Tears were invited to
time A.C.T. has developed a develo pment of special ized Canada and the U.S. with the
BSC?
national membership and has audienc es with the children's Cuban student s. The University
The Student Union Board of
become one of the most effective market realized as a separate profit Christian Movem ent would like to
particip
Govern
ate
by
ors is a body which is
taking
to
Toronto
dtizen's organizations lobbying for cenier which represen ted the most
compris ed of twenty membe rs.
improv ement in childre n's econom ical use of weekend time, in student~ from New England who are
interested.
Twelve undergr aduate student s, of
television.
the service of advertisers wishing to
which six are commu ting student s
Interest ed applicants can secure
There will be a BSC Spring
AC. T. is concern ed that present- sen product s (toys, cereals, candy,
and six are residenc e hall student s, Spruce Up Day on Friday April
further informa tion from the
29
daY" television not only exposes vitamins, soft drinks, etc.) of
as well as one DeE student , three and Saturda y April 30. It will
include
children to exploitive advertising speCialized appeal to children. It is ; Christian Fellowship office in the
membe
Student
rs
of
Union Building_
the Admini strative such activities as: painting Boyden
~nd
to possibl y damag ing this final stage which gives rise to the
Faculty , three membe rs of the' Hall classroo ms on the second
presentations of violence, but also concern about children's television
floor,
Instruct ional Faculty, and one reseedin g the walk area by
faiis to present programming which which hace culminated in the
Boyden
membe r of the Alumni Associa tion Hall and a general campus clean-u
~fjrmatively serves their needs. To AC.T. proposa Ut is the ultimate
p.
are selected by an appoint ed
Come one, come all! Paint
correct the preceding situations, exploitation in the use of the child as
commit tee chosen from the BSC b'rushes , trash bags and rakes
AC.T. propose d to the Federal a lobbyist for the advertiser, to aid
will
commu nity. And last, but not least,! be supplied . All you supply
Communications Commission that him in influencing adult's purchasing
is the
we are proud to have as the Board of muscle and the time.
it bar comm ercials from decisions.
All student s and alumnt who are
Govern or's Ex-Officio, the Directo r i Watch for more informa tion
programming specifically designed
and
Action for Childre n's Television interest ed
in being interviewed in
'of the Studen t Union, Richard sign-up schedul es on April
ror children. To enforce televisions suggest s elimination of hardsell
28
in
Veno.
front of the Booksto re. If you have
special duty to serve children, the advert ising from childre n's Boston between April 28-30 for
teaching
position
The
major sub commit tee of the any questio ns, please contact Sue
s in the United
group suggested that each station program s and offers the greatest
SU Board of Govern or's is the: Lawson at 697·4609 or
be required to broadca st 14 hours of ,hope of making television truly States beyond New England should
The
plan to pick up from April 7th
PrOgram Commi ttee, which is' Comme nt at ext. 260 or SGA
children's programming per week, serve children 3s needs.
at
ext.
onward at the Teache r Prepara tion
respons ible for thepian ning and' 421. Come} jelp us make
~th specified portions of the total to
SupPQr ters of AC.T. atB.S,C .
SSC
and

Pr oje ct

Jo in U s

Sp ru ce

UP!

Te ac hin g
Pr og ra m

pen lng

Financial Aid
4t. GovenorTom O'Neill today called upon the Massac husetts congressional delegation to

t:i!rotect over $29 million in federal student financial aid. jeopardized
under the Carter
altiministrations budget requests .
•' Propose d changes in the College Work Study Program . the federal
Supplem entary
Gpportu nity Grant'(S EOG) program, and the .National Direct Student
Loan Program
(~SDL), would deal a "severe blow" to higher edycati on in this
state. O'Nei1lsaid in a letter
t() the state's congressional delegation. The change s would mean a
65% cut in these three
Key student aid program s .
. "Loan and ~rk-s!udy pr<~grams are staples f?r }ow and middle i~com:
hlgher education, saId O'N.e1l1. "To cut student aId In the face of soanng students seeking
tuItion costs is quite
simply. to cut education.""
'
Massachusetts would be particularly hard hit, O'Neill pointed out, because
of the number
of colleg€S it has.
. ., ,
Under the propose d changes , the NDSLp rogram wowd be eliminat
ed.
cut alone
\fi.IOuld co~t 43,OOQ Massach usetts stu~nts over $16 a year 1n loans, O'NeillH-fhis
wrote. "These
loan$ go to lower income stuclmt s.who lacj easy access
·to banks .and other financial
institutions." . '

"

..

Alterations in the Work..study program would hit Massac husetts
harder than other
.states,
duetodis~butklninconsistencies.Theprogram.it~1fisslatedforincrea

sedfunding.
However $9~6 million of Massac lwsetts current $19.1 million would be
cut. This isbecau sea
discretionary fund; which currently aidsMa ssachu. setts would be cut
from.the program :
The cuttem Wotk.Studyfurmula.is bi~sed against states like Massach usetts
that impart '.'
1arge number s of students , The discretionary fund controll ed by
the Commis sioner of .
Education, has he:l:ped compen sate for the bias in the past.
Work·St~ forn;uIa is~biased be<:ause it is based partly. on a state's
number of
children from fa:ntnteS.with an lncome under $3000. The Stipulat lOufavo
rsrurais tcites.
'"Massachusetts taxpaye rs would be justified to ask why their students
not receiving
their fair share of these funds.'" O'Neill wrote. "'In addition1 these funds helpare
support a great
deal of work in hospitals, communi~ agencies and the colleges themselves;"
he continu ed
"Under the program . these agencIeS pay only 20% of the student s
salary. Surely theu;
servic-es will be affected by such a massive drop in funding."

!he

The propose d budget would also cut the Federal Supplamental OppOrtu
nity Grant
(SEOG) program from $~40 million to $130 million. Althoug h th~ differenc
e would be added
to another program, thIS would harm New England. BEOG s formula
inconsis tencies
favoring souther n and southwe stern states, would cost Massach usetts
37% ofits fund'
Maine would lose 75% and New Hampshire would lose 60%.
s.
In contrast , "'Sunbert" states would gain 50% or more. "This reduction
would further lim't
student choices ...and make it a distinct disadva ntage to attend a Massach
usettsinstitution 1".
O'Neill wrote.
'
In reference to the program he added ~~at, lh~ =e~ponse of the House
Appropriations
Commit tee has been favorable toour poslflon, but It IS Importa nt that
Congress act as well."
Education is among the states finest r~sources.~ O'N.eill c~mment
ed.
tragedy if Massac husetts students were gIVen a serIous fmanclal handicap"It would be a
."

il![:lZiL,Ld<:Ci:~::::::.~tlQ~:]1

om en s Hi gh Fa sh io
Sa nd al s· -C lo gs ...
Hirachi - A nk le Ti es
Le at he r -W oo de n
Ca nv as
Cr ep e - Pl at fo rm s
Fi ne st Qu al ity ·
atFa~tQry.~rices!

$3.00 an d up
Village Sh oe

Ce nte r of We st Bridgewater
Routes 106 & 28
Mo n.- Tues.- Wed.- Sat.- at

10-6

Thurs.Fri~

.at 10-8
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(How's your tongue?) and several
interruptions (what? another phonecall?) I've
hardly been happier. Hope you feel the same,
too. Love, your "Bamboo~hkaM

Classi ieds
Working stereo for sale. Ambassador Stereo
with stand - barely unused, ideal for dorm
room $35.00. If interested, call 697-8719. Ask
for Janet.

vw

1968
Squareback, excellent condition;
$500 firm; ski rack for VW Bug· brand new
$10. Call anytime at 697·802.1.

The Pretender: One vacation well
remembered. April finds you "racing to catch
up with your dreams. 111 he waiting on a block
marked May 1st. How would you like to seim
under a waterfall? Well, when you reach· the
block we11 make a run for it; I know I can teach
you to laugh with time, alone. Signed, "John
Wayne" (from the knees down)

Banana Arm . I understand you are under
contract for one million dollars per year which
must mean the general manager is a female.
The Gion

H

To the Gaybo in room 519. I hear you need
lessons on seduction! what did you say? Dents
in the ceiling? FAT CHANCE! Have you heard
about the new boolls? ~Sports in Bed" or
'"How to Make Love to your favorite golf
putter"! You're the only kid I know that just
before you make it, you yell FORE!!! Stinger

Annette, Want to take a tide on Space
Mountain? Or if that doesn' appeal to you, how
about a ride in a dune buggy on the beach?
"Hey baby eyes..." Brothers IV here we come!

N.

lost & found
Reward!! To anyone who found a silver
Hamilton watch with inscription engraved on
back. It was lost Friday afternoon March 11.
Please return it to the Student Union Info
Booth. It has sentimental value.

housing

_________________________ 90
Mid twenties, brain damaged male seks
roommate. Walpole-Dedham area. Low rent
in return for some companionship. 828-9253 or
324-5720
Special needs working woman needs
roommate Walpole- bus line - stores,
reasonable rent. SNC Association Am
Retarded Citizens. 828-4258 or 324-5728

personals
Prof ~S" - Just because Prof. "Q" goes at a
moderate pace doesn't mean you can chew
him out in front of his students. An outraged
math student
Sat. Nite Live:openingdaya goodbuz. A great
Friday, a quiet weekend. Is the 5th diestined to
"shroom" in the near future. Time grows short
for the family, so enjoy yourselves now, we
may never pass this way again, Biillo, no one
will ever forget yOU, no matter how hard we
try. I Jleed help for next year. Co·ed Program.
welcome. We're still having fun and

S.L. My favorite
your classes .. - I would have been out ofheTe a
long time agar! Thank you. xoxoxoxo
<

To Joe H. no. 22, Hope this season is as
successful as last year's was. AlwayS; Milly
and Tillie
Steve. Have a happy birthday. 'The Dirty
Dozen"
Happy Birthday Steve, Love, the "FLOATER"

• •

Happy Birthday to you, Happy birthday to
you; Happy Birthday dear BONZO, Happy
Birthday to you! Remi Kabaka and the
Bridgewater Phrenological Society

To E.R.L Forever Love, Together, Together
Love HLH

for sale

Beth and John, Now [ now that this weekend
is something you've been lookil'lg forward to ...
but remember ... you're gaurdian roomie is
with you always, and I know 'exactly, I repeat EXACTLY, what goes on. Keep it cool, you
guys.!! Love, me.
Debbie, what do you really think of those
down·farm Iowa boys? I'm still waiting to hear.
What two things YOU'D fight fort! Are your
legs still purple? Have you talked to good ole
John lately? r hope Harriet has good news for'
us. N.

To my "Munchkin," Despite a few setbacks

Hey Mus, let's get all this disco shit out of the
Rat and play some real music. I'd bemore than
happy to hear some Marshall Tucker or
Charlie Daniels, that's not asking too much is
it? Come on now, be a good ole boy and I1llet
you drive my Peterbilt. Signed, Toy Cauldwell
To Harry and Candy: . Congratulations!!
Harry, you must be really getting uup~ in the
world. Candy, you must be so proud of him! .
It's just too bad that you have to "sit up ..."!
Have you cleaned out your bureau drawer
lately? Anyway, welcome to the majority!!
Love always, Peter and Clita

To whomever stole the FROG: Whoever
broke into the art exhibit and stole the stuffed
frog, please return it. The frog represents a

To Lovely Lindy Loo and H.O. in KW building
3: So Lin, what's this about an upcoming
summer ceremony in 2 years?? Are we in the
party? Helen, your horscope says that the
Aviance man is waiting at your door. We hear
he has a friend who drinks Bolla Wine. Are you
both ready to dive into your bikinis and head
for the beach in the community car? Can we all
fit in fromt? Remember - only coffee, tea, and
diet Pepsi! R & P
Pauline, Sue, Elaine, Chris; Must be quiet at
home without me; the neighborhood isn't what
it used to be. Glad to get out of there. We'll be
far but only a phone call away. The family is
shrinking - 2 more to go. What is this all about,
did you say? I'm bored. lout of 5.
Ann, Do you still want to go to Washington?
We can catch the train, or the plane, or the
ship. Walk up the hill much. Russ

Steve· Mantia· may have tEmdendes towards
rudeness, barbarism, and vulgarity, but he is a
good boy at heart and we wantall the boysand
girls at BSC to be nice to him this week
because Saturday is his birthday, Essex
County S.P.C.A
Paul, Good luck! It was good while it lasted,
but I guess we all must move on to better
things. 111 Say keep in touch even though I
know you won't. Much happiness in the future!
Love always, the Clown

.~~~,

11.....-....

S.G.A. "BUZZ" RAFFLE

m:r.

JUNIORS
·Election-

May 20th
Wednesday
FOR PRESIDENT
of the class

Of 1'78"

6

~ . •.~

.,

ATTENTION JUNIORS!

HEY YOU!!!
Yes, that's. right
On Monday, April 4, this arch fiend slithered up to THE
COMMENT office and ripped off the "Classifieds"
envelope!! A hectic search was undertaken, but nothing
turned up.
As a result, THE COMMENT regrets to inform you that
all the Classi/ieds that were in the envelope are permanently
lost. Consequently, a new' policy regarding Classifiedswill
take effect -beginning today. Please leave all Classi/iedswith a
r

VOTE
*0'8£RG*
"Class Officer this year
..experience in organizing events
...pledged to make our senior year
Q. year to remember!

t

Gary, Thank you for the beautiful pearl you
gave me on Easter. It's such a beautiful symbol
of our love, and of our closeness. Only we
know how much it really means to us. It's
especially true since it took such a long time for
me to agree with you giving it to me. But, it's
finally on my finger, and it's never coming off!
All my love forever, Jean

Attention all you stiffs, pot heads. and SLA
punks! Starting as of Tuesday of nex week,
tickets for the Springfest will be put on sale on
a first come first serve basis. It is important to
note that all ticket sales will be in advance.
There will not be any tickets available the day
of the party. There has been a tremendous
request for tickets already up to this time. so if
you don't want to be like the few unfortunate
sould that miss the OKTOBERFEST, then you
had better plan on bringing money back from
the long weekend in order to purchase tickets.
There will be a van in front the Union starting
next week with handsome guys selling tickets
for your convenience. Also, rooms 223 and 219
Scott Hall will be open from dawn till dusk for
ticket sales. If you had a good time at the
OKTOBERFEST. then you'll have an even
better time at the SPRINGFEST!! Aloha.
Kenny Notown

Momma: How come you always want to drive
my car when you have buzz on? Here's to our
first spring together. I know there will be many
more. Try not to be a bum and change your
socks as often as you can. How are the plants .
you have, and the fish? I know the fist is the
happiest one in town, really. Just do me a favor
and stop making me cliff hang, it's dangerous
you know!

Mo - Room 224, Pope Hall HAVE A HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!! Love, Jude

1st prize is $50 uBuzz" of your choice or cash
Other prizes include : booze,· dinners, movie passes, ,
"Watch the list 0/ prizes grow"
,
Drawing on. Tuesday, M. a.y 10.at 11:00 am.~SUfoyeJr.
Tickets may~u=.~d ll",91Jl any SG.1

J

Janet M. - Thanks so much for helping me
out last week! I really needed it! You must
think I'm a little weird, but I'm not really - just
unconventional. Stop in sometime and say
"Hi.... I promise I won't try to recruit you.
Thanks a million. Joan

great deal .::.i hard work and was not mme - It
was on loan for the exhibit and was a favorite
possession. Leave it in any outgoing mailbox
on campus. NO QUESTIONS ASKED. or
contact ext. 450. Please return it.· Kathryn
Manchester, Campus Mail Office

1

BEACH TRIP!
.
Sunday, May 8 at 9 am .. ~5:30 pm.
'(includes cookout and transport. a.tion
,
All·CLASS OF '78 COMMUTERS
,
,
and DORM STUDENTS welcome!
,.
,
Sign-UPS are AP. ril 18-12 in fr.ont 0.1 BOOk. store.. ,
.4.
~.B. ~ b~~~...1

f

member of the .THE COMMENT staff or in the blue box
labe./ed .I'C/assijieds"on the editor's desk. We hope that this
new policy wilt be. effective in s topping this childish act from
occuring again. Thank you/or yOur cooperation and sorry
about the 'Cla$sifieds!!
.

'\,
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Gar y Atki nson
Gary Atkins on is our ~air: wake- up

man. Start the morning out WIth news ,

sports , weath er, the day's lunch report for
BSC and Bridgewater public .schoo ls,
comed y, and good music. Gary 15 on the
air Monday-Friday, 7·9 am;Tu esday , 12-3
pm; Firday, 1-9 pm.

Chip Baro ne
Chi Barone is a new memb er of our
staff. thip specializes in bringing popuJ~r

music without the hype. Chip is on the aIr
Monday, 1-3 pm; Thursd ay, 7-9 pm;
Friday, 12-1 pm.

Gil Bliss
Gil Bliss, our longti me veteran,

expou nds on his knowledge of rock and
jazz in reviews and colum ns for the
Comm ent and puts it aU togeth er for
WBIM. Gil is on the air MondayWednesday, 9-12pm.
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Stev e Mat tern
Steve Matte rn plays a little rock, a little
folk" and a little bit of the blues throug hout
the week. On Sunda ys he plays a lot. of
jazz. Steve's air times. are Mon.-Wed~-Fri.,
9-10 am; Thurs day, 5~7 pm; Sunda y, 8-12.

A1 Silva
AI Silva knows. more about folk and folkrock music than anyon e this side of
Washi ngton Count y. Hear the select ions
from his personal collection Monday and
• Wednesday, 12-1 pm; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 3-5

>

. pm.

LindeA

S
A
T

M ar k ,/ . Wi
M ea u
Rick N ob le

.S

V
N

Wic k
Wick· is a vetera n of both· colleg e and
professional· . radio. . The·· music tends
towat dfolk and count ry rock. Wick is on
the. air Tue. andWed~, 7~9 pm; SafurdaY·,
12~2

pm.

Paul.~irl isa ro~kerpv.Te,Jnd.si~ple~

He'll 1XU'tY. you throu gh the-week~nci.fiis
,show can be heard' ~Wednesday; 10-12
. noon; Saturd ay~ ~-l~ll)idrii~t;, Sunda y, 16pm.
.
.'
','

I'

Mar kMe au
Mark Mlau is a veterc,\n radio
.:tnnouncer who has just return ed to the
t":ollegiate enviro nment . He favors count ry
{'ock and folk rock. His air times are
Wedn esday, 5~7 pm; SaturdaYt 9·12 noon.

Rel

Mi ke

evemn g soft and

Mike Undell plays itall. Be it jazz, oldies ,
orpop uiar music, there wiH n~ver b~ a dull
mome nt with Mike. Mlke 15 on
Wednesdays and Friday s, 1-3 pm.

Eva n

\'~

Jay Anas plays a variety ofm.usie early in

Mik e Lindell

Mik e
Lindei

Sport s

Juv ARtIlt~;';~~~fl~:1~*:~tl."~~~1;;~I;~i:';";iiiilI~r;I~;~;_~,.
th~

Chi p
Baron

start the

~

the night, winding up
easy.

I

i.

G
ar
y.
Rick O de ss
A tk in sa

News

T

1-2

Cath yWi l1sl0 W
Cathy Winslow plays the mellow sound s
and presen ts live local talen t at6 pm on
>Mon days.T he mellow sound s can be
heard Mond ays and Friday s from 5. to 7
pm.
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91.S F.M.
Campul Redio
Live at the Chamelion!
The Chameleon Coffeehouse brings
good music to Bridgewater every Friday at
9 pm, and WBIM is proud to bring you the
first set live. You'll hear coffeehouse
regulars and talented newcomers. We
hope you head down to Cedar Street to
catch the last two sets.

The Rock that Doesn't Roll
The Rock that Doesn't Roll, Saturdays
at 10 am. Rick Odess brings you the
Christian message with music and
scripture.

The WBIM news team brings you local
and campus news as well as important
national and international news. To keep
, up on "what's happpenin" tune in Mon-Fri,
8:55 am; 12:55 am; 2:55 pm; 4:55 pm. Also,
be sure to catch sports, Mon-Fri at 7:45
am; 12:45 pm; 5:30 pm.

Cathy Winslow

Gary

Leslie

Al Silva

What's Doin?
Pearl makes weekend:planning easier with ,~,
dub" concert, and local'listings.

Paui Caliri
Lindell on Sports

ul Caliri

Steve Mattern
-~JQZZ

Leslie Scott

The name Mike Linden is synonomous
with in-depth sports coverage. Mike brings
you not the scores and standings, he also
covers track, personalities qnd
performances of the pro athletes. When
you add to all that, Mike's inventive and
sometimes outrageous commentary, you
come up with a show that a sports fan
won't want to miss--Lindell on Sports.

Les~ie

Scott, sometimes heavy,
sometimes mellow, but most often in
between. Leslie's on Monday, 11-12 am;
Tuesday, 5-7 pm; Thursday, 12-1 pm;
F~iday, 9-12 pm.

Robin Pearl
Pearl is on the folksier

Robin
side of
rock. Hear her Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 3-5 pm.
'

Schultz'
Schultz. If it's rbck, you'll hear it first
from Schultz. Weekends, 6-8' pm;
Monday, 7~9 pm. .

Rich Noble.
Rick Noble brings to you the softer side
of the weekends. Saturday, 2:06pm;
Sunday, 9 am-1 pm.

Live Talent
Local Talent Live on Mondays at 6 pm.
Cathy Winslow showcases talented local
musicians on her new, weekly show. If
you'd like to appear on her show, contact
Cathyat,WBIM.
'

Jazz
,

Jazz~Radio, Sunday at

Bpm.

Jazz and
Sunday' nights jusfseem togo together
and Steve Mattern plays it all,from
, mainstream to avanfe.:garde.tO jazz-r.ock
music.

,

r

I

,

Denise·Martin
{'

Denise Martin likes to play rock music
for you from 9-12 noon on Tuesday.

!
....
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TheArts
Springsteen
Concert Review

Performing April 18th...
Bloocl,

Sweat.
&

rrea~

by Gil Bliss
A gust of New Jersey wind b~
featuring numbers tram all three of
his records. Sharing guitat chores
into Boston over the vacation.
bringing withit a whirlwind i~
with Miami Steve Van Zandt, Bruce
and the rest of the E Street Band
himself. Bruce Springsteen. Havinc:
demonstrated fine instrumental
been involved in extensive Iitigatio~
..vith his former producer Mike prowess, rendering good versions of
Appel, Springsteen has been unable all the tunes, particularly
to record a follo",'Up album to his "Jungleland." "Spirits in the Night,"
smash hit, "Born To Run." In and '~ta, Come Out Tonight."
addition, he has had to combat a The sweat-drenched Springsteen
returned for an amazing three
sort or media backlash, resulting
from Columbia Records' super- spontaneous encores.
The audience, despite the high
hype of the aforementioned album_
ticket prices, were enthusiastic to
RegardIess. Springsteen played a
sold out four-night engagement at say the least. Springsteen's songs
the Music Hall, and left the town reflect life in the city, and the kids in
buzzing in his wake. He puts on a
the audience were listening to songs
rugh-energy show. to say the least, illustrating the frustrations, pathos,
even to the extent of rampaging and drama of urban living.
Bruce Springsteen may not be the
through the aisles \.\lith sax player
Clarence Clemmons.
"Future of rock 'n' roll" as Rolling
Stone had dubbed him, but he was
Opening without a warm-up act:
Springsteen proceeded thro ugh an definitely born to run and play and
excite.
action-packed two hour show,

-fua~ri~

CC~WI-'H0MA51

Joy of Movement
Center
Two free open houses have been
set by the Joy of Movement Center

Sat., April 16 (10-5:30 p.m.). 536
Ave.] Cambridge and Sun.,
April 17 (noon- 5:30 p.m.), 23 Main
St., Watertown, ~e..""
performances, and ,',., '

Mas.s.

demonstrations in everything from

disco, tap and Afro-jazz to baIlet,
belly dancing and feeling good,

highlight both events. The center
which was founded in 1973, offer~
people of all ages and levels of
experience, more' them 50

be had by phonimg 492-4680 or by
writin.q the center,

Bse
Ensemble
Theatre
presents

The
.Real
Inspector
Hound
an4

.Blac,1e
Comedy
May 5,6,7 &8
8:00p.m.
S. U. Auditorium
$1.50--B.S.C. Staff/Students
$2.50--0thers
"An Outrageously Funny
Evening"

There can be no doubt in Japan, Eastern Europe, and Israel.
anyone's mind that progressive Working closer to home, Blood,
music has experienced a Sweat & Tears have successfully
widespread renaissance in recent crossed formerly rigid lines between
years. There should be little doubt in jazz and pop performances. Under
anyone's mind that, if it had not protest from Newport, Rhode
been for Blood, Sweat & Tears, Island, city fathers,BS & T went
such a revival might have never
ahead and played the "Jazz at
happened, for want of a foundation. Newport" festival several summers
Creators of an entire new form of ago and won over an originalI~
music in 1968, the group has moved hostile purist audience. They next
from the revolutionary stage to a repeated that success at the
solid leadership of this rapidly Monterey Jazz Festival, illustratin£
that, there was room . for ar
evolving field.
"Our music provided the basis expanded variety of musical styles
for a great deal of the music you now without diluting the art.
Still continuing as'young musical
hear all the time:' says Bobby
Colomby (co-founder of the group innovators, Blood, Sweat -& Tears
and current record producer), and, was one of the few pop groups ever
indeed, the . paiticular sound of permitted to perform at New York's
horns applied to rock music has austere Metropolitan Opera
found a hkhe tliat stretches from House. This year they have
the concert hall to the disco floor. appeared in such diverse venues as
When Blood, Sweat & Tears was the Empire Room at the' ·Waldorf
first formed by Colomby, AI Astoria Hotel, The Greek Theatre
Kooper~ and Steve Katz, the group
in . Los Angeles, and the Sahara
-had no inkllng of. the staggering Hotel' in Las Vegas, .while
influence they would have ana continuing to be one ()f the most
tnu,sicat w.arid ,ave,'rsaturated,' WI,"th popular touring groups on the
psychede1ic gimmkkry_ Their three college circuit
Jnost succeSsful· single hits; sung by
To say thatBlood, Sweat &: Tears
David Olaytori~ T,hom~s,: wer~ has' go~e tAJouSh rnanychanges is
accessible andp6p.orientedenough to., become. an immediate rrtaster at
to each gain Gold status. At· the understatement." Since the, group
same time. 'CVouMadeMe $0 Very was formed· in the mid~sixties byAl
Happy,'" "Spinning' ·Wheel/' and Kooper,. Bobby Colomby,' and
"And When I Oie" illustrated the Steve Katz, personnel changes and
solid .mUsicianship .and in-depth frequent ,musical variations have
training of the band's members. become the only real constant fact
Blood, Sweat, & Tears proved over of the group's life. Now, a decade
and over again that the rock after BS&T became one of the first
audience was ready for something rock SToups to make full use of
new, and it was Ions before that horns and began to define new
audience was accepting progressive realms of jazz rock, the group
artists like Miles
Davis. Horn emerges with the most solid line-up
lineups proliferated. amongst rock it's had since those earliest days.
bands, but BS&T was always Although the band has undergone
acknowledged as having been' the numerous personnel changes since
first and the finest_
its inception, there is a
basic
There is hardly an area ·of the innovative spirit and overall
world that has not been visited by instrumental quality which binds
BS&T, as thge group has played the new band to, its predecessors .•
and continues to visit such diverse
As 'if to complete the cycle' 01
locales as Australia,
South changes, Blood, Sweat & Tears was
America, New Zealand, Malaysia,' r~joined _by lead singer David

Clayton-Thomas in the late stages
of 1974. Clayton-Thomas of course,
was the cornerstone of the group
during its most successful period
from 1969 until 1971, singing and coarranging their three biggest hits,
"You Made Me So Very Happv/'
"Spinning Wheel ,"and "And When I
Die," allof which were certified
Gold by the RIAAforsales in excess
of' one million copies. Thomas'
return has no ·t only given the
group greater stability, bu~ also
more·, versatility; already confident
of its instrumental skills, Blood,
Sweat & Tears feels that the
addition of a strong lead singer was
all that was need needed to put the
group back in the aesthetic and
commercial forefront of the jazzrock field it helped to create. The
first "reunion" album, NEW CITY,
was' a critical and popular success,
. finishing among the top three
albums of 1975 as chosen by the
readers of "Downbeat." They have
recently released a follow-up album.
MORE THAN EVER.
Blood, Sweat &. Tears be9ins
1977 with~ new record label, ABC.
Armed with tremendous enthusi. asm for this new affiliation, they will'
record not only BS&T albums, but
will record an instrumental album as
well" while David Clayton-Thomas
records a solo album. BS&T
.expects to release their first album
on ABC Records in Match of this
year, to coincide with the start of a
major American tour.
Biood; - Sweat -, & - Tears now
consists of: David Clayton-Thomas
(vocals), Dave Bargeron (tenor and
bass trombone,Juba, baritoi,e horn
bass trumpet, and conga), Forrest
.sutchel (trumpet, £lugelhom), Tony
Klatka (trumpet, flugelhom), Roy
McCurdy (drums), Mike Stern
(electric guitar), Larry Willis (fender
rhodes, acoustic piano,c1avinet
and organ), Bill Tillman (alto, teno;
and soprano saxophones, flute, and
background vocals), and Danny
Trifan (bass guitar).
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Boston Ballet
The Boston Ballet brings the
,glorious American West to life
'with Agnes de Mille's freewheeling ballet, "Rodeo," at the
Music Hall, May 5-8. The de Mille
Festival will also feature "Fall
River Legend," "Summer," and
"Loggers' Clog."
Agnes de Mille is worldrenowned for her brilliant use of
traditional American themes and
native American dance forms,
such as tap, jazz and square. She
choreographed the smash
Broadway musical "Oklahomal,"
as well as "Brigadoon,"
"Carousel," "Paint Your Wagon"
and "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
In 1974 she formed the Agnes de
Mille Heritage Dance Theatre
whiCh presents her widely
acclaimed ballets--"Texas Fourth,"
,"The Four Marys" and many,
many more--all over the world.
The immensely popular "Rodeo"
tells a colorful story of romance in
the American West. Wrangling
and roping, love and courting,
high·spirited dancing--"Rodeo" has
it all. Set to Aaron Copland's
vibrant score, "Rodeo" made its
premiere with the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo in New York in 1942
with Miss de Mille in the leading
role. She got' 19 curtain calls.
"Rodeo" was first presented by
the Boston Ballet in 1973.
"Loggers' Clog," making its
Boston Ballet premiere, is another
piece of classic Americana. Set in
Maine lumberjack country, the

group of loggers who return to
town for a holiday after six
months of work. They strut down
Main Street to ngreet the ladies,
and a lively clog" takes place; the
clog is a folk 'dance, similar to tap,
originally danced on shoes with
thick wooden soles.
The tragic masterpiece "Fall River
Legend'~ was inspired by the story of
'Lizzie Bordon, accused of killing
her father and stepmother in 1892.
This powerful and haunting ballet
reveals the heroine's deep despair
happy moment's that light her
life.
The highly romantic "Summer"
was created especilly for the
Boston Ballet by Agnes de Mille in
1975. Set to songs and waltzes by
Franz Schubert, "Summer" is a
contrast in moods the joys of life
are confronted by 'a dark and
nameless force. "This ballet is
extremely difficult and requires
enormous technique," says Miss
de Mille.
The Boston Ballet presents the
'de,Mille Festival from May 5-7 at 8
p.m. and May 8 at 2:30 p.m.
Tickets are $3.00 to $12.50; phone
:orders taken with BankAmericard
or Master Charge number at 5423945, weekdays 10-4, and
Saturdays, starting April 23, from
10-2. Tickets are also available in
person at the Boston Ballet Ticket
Office, 19 Clarendon St., Boston.
Student discounts at college ticket
outlets; ARTS/Boston vouchers
honored at Boston Ballet Ticket
Office.
II

Frost Play Premiers
The premiere of Frost·the
Bewildered Heart opened at
Playwrights' Platform on
Thursday,. March 24 and will run
through April 30. Performances will
be on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday evenings at 8:00 p.m.
Written by Thomas Brooks, this
original play about New England's
favorite poet will be produced by the
author and Jacquelyn Brooks.
Frost--the Bewildered Heart
follows the Robert Frost family from
Frost's success in publishing his first
book of poetry in England in 1914,
through his fame as a lecturer and
teacher in the mid-twenties, and
ends in 1940 after the tragic deaths
of his belove d wife, Elinor, and two

News from Museum of Fine Arts
The Light in the Interior,~ an
ex h i bit i 0 n o f p ri n t san d
photographs, is on vie at the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
through May. Most of the 80 works
in the show have ben drawn from
the
late
from Albrecht Durer to Walker
Evans.
The images, installed in the Print
Galleries, are grouped according to
theme. A particularly striking
contrast and comparison is
provided by Albrecht Durer's
sunny, highly detailed and clearly'
structured engraving of liSt. Jerome
in his Study" seen side by side with
Rembrandt's mysterious, shadowenveloped etching of the same
subject. An imaginary prison view
by the eighteenth century Italian
etcher Piranesi is paired with an
architectural fantasy by the
American Surrealist photographer
Clarence John Laughlin. A whole
series of views from the interior
explore various kinds of window
imagery. The window as a source of
visionary light is seen in
Rembrandt's "Faust" and in the
Redon lithograph inspired by
Rembrandt, "The Readere." Other
artists in the exhibition include
Edouard Manet, Edgar Degas,
FRederick Evans, Mary Cassatt,
Imogen Cunningham, Edward
Weston, Edward Hopper,· and
David Hockney, as well as many
lesser known artists of interest.
Th"e Light in' 'the -Interior is the
third in a series of thematic
exhibitions based on the Museum's
collection of prints and
photographs, a series which began
with the exhibition. of Prinbted
Portraits and continued with
Printed Landscapes. The show was
. organized by Clifford S~ Ackley,
Associate Curator of Prints. and
Drawings.

Mrs~'Walter F~ Mondale, wife of
the Vice President of the United
States, will be the honored guest at a
special tea and dinner at the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, on
Wednesday, May 25.

Mrs. Mondale will be returning to
the Boston Museum where from
1952 to 1953 she worked as an
assistant slide librarian in the
Education Department.
a champion of the arts, Mrs,

of Politics in Art. An amateul
craftswoman and potter, she
recently opened the First Wintel
Market of American Crafts ir
.Baltimore, sponsored by the
American Crafts Council.
The Mondales have recentl>
moved into the official' Vice·
President's house in Washington
D.C., which Mrs. Mondale has fillec
with twentieth century American arl
loaned by museums and galleries
throughout the Midwest.

The Museum of Fine Arts i~;
offering Bostonians a rarE!
opportunity to survey some of the
most outstanding films from Finland
made in the past 40 years with thE!
series "The Film in Finland," April S
through 30, Tuesdays at 7 p.m. and
Saturdays at 2 p.m. in the Museum's
Lecture Hall.
Two themes dominate thE~
selections: the beauty of nature and
its impact on the human condition,
and contemporary mores and social
problems. Three classics of the
17innish cinema are screened here
for the first time, as well as a number
of recent films which form the core
oia film revjval in Finland. All of the
films are in· Finnish with English
subtitles with the exception of one
film with French subtitles ("A Shot
in the Factory,"Saturday, April 30).
These films are circulated by the
American Film Institute with print
loans from the Finnish Film Archive.
This program is supported in part by
a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts in
Washington, D.C.,·. a Federal
agency.
Single tickets only; sold at
entrance to Lecture Hall one hour
before each film, $1.50. Since the
Lecture Hall is ~ free zone,. no
Museum admission is requited for
those attending film program.

For Information, call (617)2679300.

cif his children. Robert Frost, the ,
public figure, was witty, erudite and
warmly sincere. His early poems are
works of genius in their pure and
human simplicity. But his family was
troubled all their lives by another
kind of man, for Frost was torn
between his fierce ambition for fame
and his overpowering passion to
love and be loved by his family. The
Frost family lived closely, isolated
from the world, on a quiet farm in
New Hampshire before the poet's
great success. The Bewildered
Heart shows those years when
Robert Frost, at forty, stepped
boldly into the limelight and his
family .found themselves sadly
unable to follow.

Mass. Center Repertory
Company
The Massachusetts Center
Repetory Co., Boston Mass.--

TwO

of the new
the
generous gitts ofHugh R. Sharp, Jr.,
and Bayard Sharp, show Scenes
from the Life of St. Ursula--her
embarkation on a pilgrimage and
her martyrdom. Both were woven
in Caen, France, around 1654 to
1656 and are still in excellent
condition.
The Defeat of Astyages by Cyrus
was made in Brussels between 1771
and 1775 for Maria·Theresa, ruler of
Austria and Hungary and mother of
Marie Antoinette. This tapestry,
which is in exceptional condition,
was purchased by the Museum in
1976 through the Charles Potter
Kling Fund. It is the only late 18th
century tapestry in the Museum's
collection.
The Assumption of· the Virgin
Mary, woven in Brussels around
1530 to 1535, was recently
purchased from the Boston
Athanaeum after having been on
loan to the Museum since the
,1870's. Gilt and silver yarns are
used lavishly in this tapestry, which
was made for the Flemish. Cardinal
crard de la Marek, one of the
richest and· most powerful men of
his time.
Christ Before Pilate and Herod,
woven 500 years ago in Flanders, is
on view for the first time since it was
washed last fall in the Museum's
Garden Courtyard. This hanging,
the Museum's largest and most
important, is much brighter and
stronger as a· result of its .recent
conservation.
In May, a three-lecture
subscription series will focus on the
history,· techniques,iconography,
and conservation of .European
tapestries. The lectures,· given· by
Mr. Salmon, Leslie· M. Smith,
Associate Conservator of Textiles,
and Carole Taynton, Museum
lecturer, are on Fridays, May 6, 13,
and 20 from 10:30 a.m; to noon. For
information. and cost of the series,
c~ 297·9300ext.291~

}~-

Recipient of a 1';1'/6 playwrmng
award from the Massachusetts Arts
and Humanities Foundation,
Thomas Brooks has written and
directed for Shakes pear and Co. of
Boston, the People's Theatre of
Cambridge, and Theatre 369.
Brooks acted and directed at the
Cleveland Playhousein Ohio before
joining the Drama Department at
Tufts Univerisity as an instructor of
Theatre Arts and technical director.
Presently, he is employed at Boston
University.
For information and reservations
call 357-5798 or write Playwrights
Platform, Church of All Nations, 333
T rem 0 n t S t r e e t , B 0 5 ton "
MA.,02116.

the direction of Jeffrey Hayden,
the play remains a timeless and
Dv'::>tv\ .... lo of h\gh .... VI,"""UV.

. PrOducing Dire,ctor ) premier
dirlection of.Janice Cashell,
season. Opening at The Schubert
the founder of MCRC. Costumes
Thealre, Boston, Tues., April 19
for all three productions will be
at 8 p.m. are Colleen Dewhurst
created· by Pearl Somner (she
and Ben Gazarra in August
designed· costumes for several·
Strindberg's darkly comic
Broadway hit musicals and the
masterpiece,"Dance of Death,"
film. "Love Story"). Howard Bay,
"Dean· of American. theatre
Written by Sweden's most
design/' will design sets for all
internationally acclaimed
three productions. Each play will
dramatist, "Dance" explores the
run for two weeks only: "Dance of
relationship between a
Death" (April 19-Miw 1); "Long
commanding officer and his
Day's ... " (May 3-15); "Candida"
Qctress-wife as they approach
(May 17-29).
their silver wedding anniversary.
Performance times for. all three
Jose Ferrer and Kate Reid will
productions are set for: T ues-Sat.
portray the haunted T yrones in
at 8 p.m. and matinees Wed. and
the second offering, Eugene
O'Neill's Giassic tragedy, "Long
sat. af 2 and Sun. at 3. All ticket
Day's Journey Into Night."
and subscription inquiries can be
made now by phoning QUik·
Michael Kahn, renowned director
of the Stratford Shakespeare
Charge at 426-6210. Group sales
Festival, will direct the production. . are being handled by Natalie
Yates at 566-4840. The Schubert
The season will close with Eva
Marie Saint and Fritz Weaver in
Theatre box-office opens Mon"
April 4 at 10 am. Ticket prices:
George Bernard Shaw's comic
From $10.90-$6.50.
love-triangle, "Candida." Under

Bse HOSTS,: CANADIAN

FILM FESTIVAL
communities in New England.
Professor John Meyers, Director of
the Canadian Studies Program at
SSC stated that members of the,
franco phase community in this area
have been invited to the festival, as
5.
The films, which are loaned to us have many of the language classes
by the Quebec Government, are all at .the college.
• Prof. Meyers added that these
produced in Canada· and are. in'
French, with English· subtitles. films are an excellent introduction
There are six feature films and two to Canadian Studies, for students
documentaries, and many of these ~hoare. interested in· becoming
have just recently finished playing Involved In the Canadian Studies
the Canadian movie houses.
Program, and he hopes that all
AlsQ on hand during the festival membe:-s of the College
will beRobert Guy Scully,a reporter Community· who are interested in
from Ie Devier, a Canadian . .Canada and its people will attend
publication. Mr. Guy Scully is doing the two-day festival.
a study of the francophase
Bridgewater State College will,
host a Canadian film festival in the
Student Union Auditorium on
Wednesday. April 27, from 9-12 and
2-5, and Thursday, April 28, from 2-

,
'"
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New England Collegiate
Choral Festival
On Saturday, April 16, the
Bridgewater State College Choral
Society ",ill host the New England
Collegiate Choral Festival at the
Bridgewater campus. The Festival is
5ponsored by the National Choral
Directors Association and will
feature over 400 singers from nine
:olleges including the Universities of
Lowell, Boston, Massachusetts,
Southeastern Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New Hampshire and
the Colleges of Eastern Nazarene,
Westfiekl and Bridgewater State.
The choral groups will arrive at

approximately 11:00 AM. After
dinner, the President·Elect of the
National Choral Directors
Association, Dr. WaIter S. Collins of
the University of Colorado, will
direct a festival performance of von
Williams' "Old One·Hundredth"
Psalm. At t:30 P.M. each ofthe nine
college groups will sing in thirty
minute segments. The public is
cordially invited to enjoy an
afternoon of fine choral music in the
Student Union Auditorium, free of
charge.

Paul Winter
Consort Concert
If chamber music'; is more for the
private pleasure of the players, and
"'symphonic music" more for the
public pleasure of the listeners .then "consort music . . is wedding of
the. best of both worlds: Music
which turns on the players and is for
the enjoyment of a wide audience.
Paul Winter Consort will perform on
Wed., April 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the
S.U. Auditorium.
The Consort includes Paul
Winter, Selmer soprano, and alto
H

saxes; David Darling, cello; Paul
McCandless, oboe and English
horn; Joel Andrews, harp; Russ
Hartenburger and Bob Becker,
percussion (timpani, tabla tarang,
African drums, Brazelian surdos,
[sraeli jar drum, and assorted hand
percussion instruments.
The Consort· is sponsored by the
SU Program Committee. Tickets
are $2.50 for the General Public, and
$1.00 for BSC students; available at
the S.U. Info. Booth.

The Scarlet Letter
The Cambndge tnsemme Will
open a new stage adaptation of
Hawthorne's ''The Scarlet Letter"
Thursday~ April 28 at 8 ·pm. at the
Ensemble's 1151 Mass. Ave theatre
in Harvard Square; The ·onglnal
show contlnuesTHursd,ays,
Fridays, and Saturdays at 8 pm:for
six weeks.
Directed and adapted by Joann

Green, (whose last productions
were the highly. acclaimed
"Oresteia" by Aeschylus and Barry
Collins' "Judgement"), "The Scarlet
Letter" features Tim McDonough
and Tsai Chin in the roles of Arthur
Dimsdale and Hester Prynn~.
HaWthorne's novel ofvirtueanfd
adultery, setin Bostorlin the: 1640's,
delves into the ufeof Hester Prynne,
exposing her strengths a$ well as

her humiliations, her optimism and
ability to survive. Tsai Chin (Hester
Prynne) whosefamily was purge.d by
Mao during the Chinese' cultural
revolution, is no stranger tothellfe
of an outcast .. Tim McPoj:mough,

Notes from Trinity Square
Tickets fir the Dance Series are
available at the Trinity Square Box
office, 2012 Washington Street,
Providence. Ca1l351-4242 for
information. Dance Series
subscription tickets are available
for $11. Individual tickets range
from $5 for adults to $2 for
children and students.
Miss Goslar will also give a
special class in pantomime April
28. Call 521·1100 for information.
The Class is open to the public.

The Trinity Square Kep€TtOI>
Company's first annual Spring
Dance Series gets off to a rousing
start April 19 with a lavish stage
production by the AU-Tap Revue
directed by Brian Jones. The Tap
Revue will perform through April
23 in the Trinity upstairs theatre
as the first part of the three part
dance festival also featuring the
R.I. Dance Repertory Company,
and the internationally claimed
Lotte Goslar Pantomime Circus.
R.I. Dance Repertory will give
performances April 25-27 as a kick
off to its new season. Several new
works are planned by Rhode
Island's innovative dance company
which has performed on tour in
eight states.
Renowned as one of the world)s
greatest dance clowns, Miss
Goslar brings her New York
based troupe to Trinity Square for
both adult andchildren's
performances April 29-30. The
special children's matinee is
scheduled for Saturday, April 30
at2 p.m., also in Trinity's upstairs
theatre. Evening adult perfOrmances are at 8 p.m. on April 29
and 30.

rules. Dr. Jason Pepper,
M.D.,noted marriage saver.
indulges the chic in all their
.
nas ty habits. They smoke, drink,
swear, eat high cholestrol diet, and
"ind themselves." Among them are
an acting couple who fight with each
other over parts, a fasticious man
who, after his wife trid
unsuccessfully dozens of timesto kill
him, has turned thr tableson her,
and a gay couple who bicker
C01stantly.After Ravenswood, they
all feel· better about themselves.
At Dunelawn, Mr. Toynbee and
his nurses, Benson and Hedges,
solve hhe bad habits problem for
their patientdthat hly infecting them
with a serum that cures hem of
everything ,including rational
thought,
Tickets for "Bad Habits" are $5,
$6, and $7. and are avallzble by
calling 3561-4242. 'Tickets are also
availanle for the return engagement
of Tinity's highly claimed production
of Steinbecks "Of Mice and
Men."There will be a ywo week
run of that well-reviewed play
befinn' !ng wiyh a Project discovery
performance on May 9. Call 351·
4242 for details and ticksys.

"Bad Habits", Trinity Square's
sixth and final production of the
season, is now playing in tre
downstairs playhouse, 201
Washington Street, Providence. An
Obie Award winning comedyby
Terrence McNally, author of "The
Ritz", (Bad Habits) is a satiracal
romp through the rest home
syndrome for the rich. It concerns
two separate rest homes with two
diffrrent approaches to dealing with,
of course, bad habits.
At Ravenswood, there are no

National Critics Institute
A limited number ot students will
be accepted into the 1977 summer
program of the National Critics
institute, a project of the O'Neill
Theatre Center, at Waterford,
Conn. The National Critics Institute
·s a professional work/study
program for theatre critics and arts
writers. THis year's Institute will run
from July 10-August 7.
Senior Critics who act as rotating
faculty incltideJulius Novick of the
·lJiUage· Voice;
,Nad~l, :'

·M~~i~~~trt'bi~~~~~'r!~~~~··::~·'~t~~ers; ...

Angeles Times; author-critic Martin
Esslin; Judith Crist, Saturday
Review, and many others.
The NCI runs concurrently with
the National Playwrights
Conference, an internationsally~amed progran which has helped
to produce many of the
:ontemporary playwrights of the
American theatre. Critic Fellows
participate in daily writing
tutorials, seminars with ,

the development of each script
through observation of rehearsals.
Eligible applicants include
undergraduate and graduate
students in English or Theatre
programs. Credit for attending
National Critics Institute may be
obtained through prearrangement
with individual schools. To apply to
Nzci, write to The O'Neill Theatre
Center, Suite 1012, 1860 Broadway,
N.V. N.Y. 10023. The application

dlS'tin!;J~~~b.ed.

1,

1977.

The

monastery for four years while h€

studied

for

the

priesthood

McDonough left the ministry at ag€
26 to become an actor).Green's
version of "The Scarlet Letter" is
adapted almost directly from the
novel, preserving the prose in
dialogue.
.
Performances: Thursday, Friday
and Saturday at 8pm. Tickets:$3.50
and $4.00. Group rates.Box
office:876-2544

An
Evening

of

Gershwin
Library Lecture Hall
Thursday
April 21, 1977
8:00 p. m.

FREE
:::::;;:::::::~::~::::;::;:=!:::::::::::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::=::::::;::::::::::::::::;::::::::::~:::::::~:::::~;::::~:~:::~:::::::::~:~::::=::

Area College Events
The following events will be held wili read from his recent work at
at Boston University April7·15. Boston University. Free and open to
All events are Open to the public.
the public, the program is 'one in a
. April 15: The boston· University series sponsored by. th B.U.
Brass Ensemble will perform under ehtnopoetic journal Alcheringa.
the direction of Roger Voisin. Free, . 8pm at the B.U. School of
the program is sponsored by the Management, Room 224, 685
School for the Arts School of Music. Commonwealth Ave., Boston.
8pm at the B. U. School for the Arts
April 29:Boston University's
Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Alumni Chorale wil~be in concert at
Ave., Boston.
8pm; at :Marsh· Cha~l, 735
April 15:· Master of Fine Arts Commonwealth Ave., Bastoh.
candidates.will display. paintings, Prices range from $2-$5.
sculptures and . graphic designs
through April 30.· Gallery hours:
Guy J. Gallo has been designated;
lOam·4pm.Monday the 1976 winner of the ·PhylJis
10am-4pm, Monda.y through
Anderson PI.aywriting Award, it
$aturday, 2-5pm, Sunday at the was announced today. by Robert
B.U. School for the Arts Gallery,
Chapman, Director of the loeb
855 Commonwealth Ave.,Boston.
Drama Center.Mr: Gallo, a senior
April 27: W.S,.MerWin,Pulitzer History .and Utrature . maarvard
Prize~winning poet. and . translator,·.
University, will recieve the prize.of

$500 for his drama entitled "Failing,"
one of two plays he submitted.
The donor of the prize is the
playwright, Robert Ander~o.n
(Harvard '39), who established It ~
memory of his wife, Phyllis
Anderson a well-known play agent
who wa~ instrumental in the
development of young playwrights ..
Competition for the biennial award
open to all present graduate and
undergraduate students of Harvard
.
and RadcHffe.
zthejudges for this competition
~ereE:lH()tNQrt<.m:.dJ'ama critic for
.·the'BOstO;lJa:~~'r:A.,:.' 'an; Johtl
Lithgow,Har:'V~d,,,r,6;"
' 'cl..,
prcifessorEr~olG':'Hift,; . " . 't
of Drama; Dartmouth CoIlege:"AI1.of
thejudges are members of Harvard
University's Committee to. visit the
loeb Dram(' Center.

,s

~'Art·-··iItTransition"
"Art in Tr(insition: A Century of
the Mus~um School~ is the title of a
special exhibition at the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts that is being
shown March 23 through.May29.It
. commemorates the lOOth
anniversary of the School of the·
Museum afFine Arts, Boston ,and
traces the· changes in American art
over the past century as well as the
evolution of one of the country's
leading professional art schools.
Since its founding more than 100
years ago, the Museum of Fine Arts
has served a dual purpose in the
arts-- to display one of the finest
collections of art in the world, and to
offer art instruction. The School of
the Museum of Fine Arts was
established in 1876 as an expression
of the Trustees' belief in the

importance afart education. The
school has cornea long way since.
January 2; 1977, when 80 students
gathered for instruction in painting
and drawing in the basement of the
old Cop ely Square Museum
building.
Bartlett Hayes, Director Emeritus
of the Addison GaUery of. Art,
.Andover Massachusetts, and
retired trusteee of the Museum of
Fine Arts; .is . Director of Art in
Transition:· a ·.Century. of. the
Museum.· School. He has gathered
over· 250 works of art in every
medium' by the school's· founders,
alumni and faculty from public and

T, Lux Feininger, anearly faculty
member; a Jim Dine collage in .
. mixed' media; a color Polaroid
portrait by Mary Cosndas; a
floor/wall construction. by Karen
Canner Moss; jewelry l;>y Miye
Matsukata; lal1 dscapes; Portraits'
sHll . lives; silk' screens;macrame~
ceramics' ;. weaving; and a wid~
variety oisculpture, from traditional
stone, wood or bronze to a life size
bronze nude in a: hammock and a
construction- of stone, brick or
wood.
. ·Tn.mostcas~s .the .works.shown
wefE~ completed after the artist had
. completed Museum SchD?I.StUdy
privatecollections~
and. had developed a distinctive
The exhibition. inclUdes a stained style.... These .. works .reflect ·the
glass, fish by John LaFarge,oneof influence of· the School· on. artistic
the school's founders; a painting by attitudes and expression.
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LacrDSSI laisls· CDntrDverS!
The above picture is a scene from the
recent BSC lacrosse team tryouts. Nothing
too unusual, until you consider that these
were tryouts for the women's lacrosse team~
and some of the people pictred are quite
obviously men.
Would you believe a new coed team? How
about men's Lib? Maybe an April Fool's joke?
Actually, the purpose of the men's
appearence at the women's tryouts was
purely for publicity reasons. With no intenton
of competing with a woman for a position on
the squad, the men were simply trying to get a
little attention for their cause--that of starting
a men's lacrosse club at BSC.
Led by junior Jim Gilrein, the men have
been trYing for approximately a year now to
start a lacrosse club, but have met with little
$uccess.
BSCV policy calls for a group to be
classified as a club for 2 years before eligibility
to petition for team status. Though the
enthusiasm and interest is definitely there, the
organization is somewhat lacking, Mr. Pewter
Mazzaferro, a member of the Athletic Policy
Committee which :rules on such matters, cites
the difference between the men's efforts to
start a lacrosse club and Mr. Thomas
Arnold's efforts to start a women's track and
field club, which is now at the stage of
applying for team status. "Last Tuesday
(April 5th) we (the Athletic Policy Committee)
had a meeting and no one was there to
represent the men's lacrosse c1ubso the issue
was tabled. The women's track club
representatives however were present and
had a detailed resume of their progress. They
had very strong credentials." Gilreiri said that
the men were given too short a notice of the
meeting to prepare anything, and thus did not
.....a.~L u·.,.,,,,, is a good sport. And if the girls can
attend.
have a team, we figure we can tool." Interest,
Last March the men did send junior Frank apparently. is no problem. "I can't really name
DiCristofaro to the Athletic Policy a definite number of people because guys are
Committee meeting, but he was told the constantly coming up to meand askingi f thery
Committee did not have a quorum and can join. There is definitely interest."
therefore a vote could not be taken. Si:1ce
Beside!> Gilrein, senior Gary Atkinson and
then progress has been at a standstill.
other underclassmen are strong supporters.
With baseball and track and field available And the men also have the backingof the
to the men during the spring, why push for women's lacrosse coach Miss Ann Coakley.
another

sport?

Gilrein's

reply

is

that

interest, but that it can't be developed." Miss
Coakley allowed the men to appear at the
women's tryouts as a favor to the guys who
saw the stunt as good for a little pUblicity. "I
know there were rumors that the guys were
going out for the girl's team," Gilrein
acknowledges, "but we decided not to
because Miss Coakley was so helpful to us we
dixn't want to hurt the women's team.'.'
So, as it stands now the men are no closer
"['m saddened by the fact that there is an to becoming a dub and eventually a team

r--------------------------The recent controversy over the status of
men's lacrosse at Bridgewater State has failed
to take into account the financial restrictions
that must be imposed on intercollegiate
athletics.
Although lacrosse is indeed an "exciting"
and "interesting" game, SSC athletics'
"financial pie" is already sliced into too many
pieces, and some of these teams have trouble
, attracting participants. Furthermore, it is
doubtful that a majority of students are
interested in the sport of lacrosse, or even
know what it is.
In 1975 the Athletic Fee (which every
fulltime student at BSC pays each academic
year), was increased from $25 to $40 per year,
ostensibly. to provide sufficient funds for
intramurals, recreational activities, 2 vans
and a new varsity sport --soccer. But in just 2
years, every intercollegiate team at BSC has
had to trim its budget' by .shortening its
schedule, reducing practice time and using a
cheaper and more inconvenient. means of
transportation (i.e., private cars instead of
buses), There just isn't enough money to fund
an additional team, at the club or varsity level.
And the majority of students almost certainly
are not willing to pay an increased Athletic

Fee, nor should they be. And women's
lacrosse coach Miss Ann Coakley may be
more "saddened" if her budget is trimmed
than if men's lacrosse neverexists at
Bridgewater.
Another reason for limiting the number of
intercollegiate teams at· BSC is the lack of
participation in existing sports. For example,
cross country operated last fall with 4 full-time
runners (7 are needed for a complete team).
Track and field is handicapped by a lack of
participants in the running events, and thus
the team is not competitive this year.
Perhaps. a splintering of interests among
college students, or a total lack of interest in
anything, is a symptom of today's .complex
and rapidly evolving society, but should the
student body at a small college have to pay for
what is not even a familiar sport to most New
Englanders.
It would be more rational for SSC to
eliminate cross country or track and field in
favor of lacrosse, or for those interested in
lacrosse to contain some of their
individualism and expend their energies in
what I always thought was "the fastest sport
on two feet"--running.
KFH

Wrestling cont'd from 16
Other team records are Paul Lucian, "The
Italian Stallion", 5-2 and 5th place in the
NEIWA; Tim Townsend, 3-2, who also
suffered a knee injury; and Joe Resmine, 2-1,
'th a' 4th place finish in the NEIWA
~urnament. Although Nod Larrabie (0-3) and
John Hibert (0-1) did ~ot :vin a ma!c.h, they
displayed their determmatlon and W1llmgn~ss
in the sport. This was Noel' ~ first varsity
season and Coach Cowell was Impressed by
his qualities. John Hibert was forced to
"wrestle off" Capt. Brunelle before each meet,
and often their score was extre~el~ close.
C ach Cowell sees a lot of potentlal In John
a~d he will undoubtably be given the 167 slot
next season.

were a year ago. What they need
now is a faculty member wiling to channel the
group's enthusiasm in a more organized
fashion so that they will deserve to be taken
seriously. What action is evntually taken
remains to be seen, but hopefully a men's
lacrosse club will become a reality. From a
~ectators, point of view, a sport which its
proponents bill as "the fastest game on two
feet" would be an exciting and interesting
addition to BSC spring sports program.

Coach Coakley has expressed her support of men's lacrosse.

Tennis Team Tops Curry
The B.S.C. spring tennis team Tom Nieva joined freshman Joe
began its season Saturday with a 5-4 Reagan ar"ld four year veteran Jeff
win over Curry College. The team O'Connell called the plays with
has been practicing indoors for over Freshman Joe Mc Dermott.
The Mass State College
a month, and began the seaspn well
prepared, Special emphasis has Champions face a much tougher
been placed on doubles this season schedule this spring than .ever
due· to· partnership changes. With before; but pass performance
the loss of New England ranked predicts success, B.S.C. tennis
doubles player, Ray Gariepy, coach posted a 12-3 record for 1975-76 and
Mogiliniki moved Bob Harrington the 1976-77 is currently 10-0.
Home matches this week include
into the number one doubles
Lowell University, Thursday April
position. with captain Mike Cobb.
Harrington's doubles play was 14 af 2:00 PM. Come out and help
us with your suppor!!.
instrumental in Saturday'S victory.

Bse at Curry Saturday
SINGLES
1. Mike Cobb
won
2. Bob Harrington
lost
3. Joe Reagan
lost.
4. Tom Nieva
. won
5. Jeff O'Connell
won
6. Chris Horgan
lost
DOUBLES
1. Cobb-Harrington
. won
2. Reagan-Nieva
won
3. O'Connell-McDermott lost

6-0,6-1
6·4,7-6
5-7,6-3,6-2
6-0,6-0
7·6,6-2
7-5,6-3
6·3,6-4.
6,0,6-0
6-0, 4·6, 6-4
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~ports

. Left. Mary Jane Muello starrs the
ball up :field.-Lower left- Sue
Wa/at being closely marked by a
Boston wing as she readies to pass to
Mary M,cu/sen- Below- Bridgewater goes
on the defense against Boston.

Women's

onlyI' . .. .. .' . . . . o t north
lacrosse Starts Season ."It's the
.o/the Mason-Dixon line."
Wednesday Night
BSCSPECIAL.
&ck·~.·~:~s SClUad.~ ~~

Paula Agnew . ~....~. <=ami. EnhJs

.Befty ~'MarY,Jf~~~.
~. KatOy. ~~
~
Karen Tewksbury,. and Sue; Walas; juniOrs

cmav

MarY

Carol Bolduc, Linda Qumtiiani, Barbara
MJ·MueBo; and sophs Cheryl
Cronin, Deb Draper, JoAnn Laughlin, Sue
Sheahan, and liz Sullivan. Newcomers to the
squad are Mary DeLorey. Marianne Frino,
Maggie Gray, Debbie Hill, Gail Hugher, Paula
Hutch, Debbie Hutchinson, Carolyn
Ononnen. Sharon· Rogerson~ Cheryl St.
Onge, Jane Urbanski, and Maureen Von
lbbitson~ and

,.

Euw. Team manager is Cheryl Nelson.
The team's main objective will be to
determine the right starting combination
prior to Friday's home opener with Brown.

Miss Coakley feels that though this year's
team may not be quite as strong as last year's,
"things look to be developing nicely." The
strengths so far, Coakley sees as "quickness
on the ball, and when we have the
opportunities we have good strength on aU

acR."

As has been the custom, the team is

:selected and the starting line-up chosen by a
:selection committee, consisting of the two
coaches and seniors Karen Tewksbury )
Kathleen Parker, and Betty. Jeneunn.

* ANTIPASTO'S
:·ygw-JTALJAN··.PIZZA'S
* GREEK SALADPRQ/yf· AN EXCLUSIVE
*

CA~FE'S OF WINE ........ ,:·~7~riFAM1LYRECIPE

TheGen()l?~{:~bf~:

corner of Main & Gresce,nt·$treets

Downtown Brockton
588-6615 orders togo . .
orders to go: call 588-6615
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Bears Top Brown

Softball Gains 3-0 Record
Currently sporting a 3-0 record. the softball
team has come up with some impressive
showings to date.
Under the direction of second year coach,
Mr. Edward Keyes~ the Bears have been big
winners in their games so far.
Bridgewater opened on Saturday. April 9,
with a home doubleheader vs. Brown
University. ESC's biggest foe in this one was
the weather, as the Bears ripped foe in this
one was the weather, as the Bears ripped
Browtl 13-6, despite high winds and biting
cold.
Pauline Silvia went the distance for
Bridgewater, allOwing two hits, walking eight,
and fanning one.
Senior second baseman Karen Baptista
turned in an outstanding two-way
performance, making some super catches
and going 2 for 4 at the plate.
Freshman Marie Babbitt hurled a 7-0 shutout in the second game, giving up two hits,
five walks, and striking out three. BSC's big
inning was the second, when they picked up
five runs on six hits and several Brown errors.
Soph. Ginny Walsh, a shortstop with a riflelike arm, went two for two including a
booming triple. Baptista had two Singles in
two trips and Donna Arcudi i,md Carol
Galante went two for three.
In the most recent game, the Bears
destroyed host team Barrington 16-3. The
second inning was asC's big one again, as
batting-wise they went through the line-up

qnce and got one-third of the way throught it
again. Walsh, a power-hitter of late, tripled
and doubled. Joan Howard blasted a home
run, Baptista singled twice and the Bears
picked up nine runs by the time the second
inning finally ended.
Junior hurler Sue Walas, who had a
shutout until the bottom of the fifth. gave up
six hits, walked five and struck out three.
Walsh doubled twice and tripled in five trips,
Howard homered, doubled, and singled in
four appearances, and Baptista poked out
two singles in four tries.
Coach Keyes is pleased with the team's
showing to date_ "They've looked very good..
They've played heads up ball and are
hustling."
Keyes cites the team's experience as its
biggest asset this year. ''! think we're strong
all-around this year, definitely stronger than
last year."
For the first time the team will have a pastseason tournament is to be held, with the top
eight area teams selected to compete. sse
has seven games remaining, and hopefully
they can keep up the pace they've set so far.
Tip.ins: Team managers are senior Donna
. Trainers
Macomber and freshman Sue
are Lisa Mattei and Tom Guisti. . . .For a
better seat at home games, contact Cheryl St.
Onge who got boxseats for the bargain price
of $15 at the Brown game. How was the view
Cheri???

WRA Coffee hour
The Women's Recreation Association'
congratulates the winners of the Spring
Coffee Hour Raffle:Kathy Gillen Linda
Quintiliani, Sue Serino, Sue Waletkus, Vilma

RadiI, Cheryl St. Onge, Nancy Dunn, Linda
Smith, Kathy donlon, Cheryl Kupers, Kathy
Parker, Renee Desabrais.The prize in each
case was a half dozen donuts
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W re st le rs C lo se S e a so n
'h.I.lo :i'€ars. _,~ ... "•.. ~_.•__
JoJ'!l1 wasn't as success ful as
because af suffering
br.rised
at the onset of the SEason which
hampered his performance. John"s first year
however is very impressive~ earning a 6-4
record and receM-ng and Honorable Mention
With being voted the most ~

Roger Trembiay earned a 3-2 mark this
~, u.nable to \,vresde in two meets
suffered against U. of
5th in the NEtWA
In the 1975-16

an

Ho!1or~

and

oNLY TWO >fA$,
7H£ ~1t1?E;?(J.JA/tr
FROG-RAfol -HA5

Gf{Jw!{ FROM A
8tf?E-BOtI~

~'/\JJI

Wf!1f u7TJ-£ Rf(Jt}Iv11lCN
TO A 5JR{JIvfJ FNf I
or -rIfE RHLtJ1( 1/
Pf?()6RAH AT 13.5.C ·

r,ul'l':'leroos
sweetness

success cO!!1pilri1g

As mentioned at the
last Dec,Co och
ret~imir'iQ

far a

,"""u~nr'm"lC7

lettermen
season. T:'"Je

:rCr:1

:5

Cassidj,:,
t::-,e success

S!OT',/
the
season.
w€'n~
7-0, and
first in the NEfVJA TOl:rr.a.'nent. Mark
oI,;'a5 ",'ery impress1ve and sno\A:'€'d that he was
oj "":-estling at t~e, coliege 1e1:eL ~i~g
a iresnma n, MarK s career ana his
:ontribu tion to the SSC team could be
astronomicaL

Another impressive and promising wrestler

was discovered in the quiet transfer student>c
Gary Larsen, 117. Gary finished 4-D·l and
piaced 4th in the NEIWA. Gary wrestled in
Capt John Angeli:ne's slot after John suffered
il·~ injury•. Angeni was able to earn a.s.l
~ hebe... ~ bard to sit out the

"i"'W

otthe.~"

~l ··~· • af.It"Ji;_~

ea?.·t~.s B;icE;e~latt:":- a"it.\~

an o".-erall reco:-d of

5-4, Brunei:e ',A.'as 3·3 this season. also
suffering a knee injury forcing him to forfeit

two matches. Although injured, Brunelle
attended ali the practices to lead the team in
their workouts showing one reason why he
lias elected a captain, dedication to his sport.
Eric .~ a .5-1· mark his junior year and

~2ndinthatyeatSNElWAt~~
"tbe~ ~therappteciationand best

wishes to E.ric.
Continu ing with th\$ ~. FTeShman
Peter ~ l34. \Qokedg:lQdinlis~
debut;; with a 3--&1 record and pIaeed 4th in
the NElWA.
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IqllabrJtlB to Dazzla

'The AQ~bryte Show is finally here!1f any of
you ,are not famiiar with the Aquabr ytes on
campus,. ~. are a group of student s. both
men and women, who puf ana beautiful show
each year S\Wnming to the music in a
synchro nized fashion in the pool. Th1s club

coosists of

3()

~,

non-stop workers.

hardworking

me~

who

have put in an incredibk amount ot time.
effort. and erdess energ'>I into their show.
This years club is lead by extremely
~

"[bey are;

June Hussey, Vice-President and

Show Director Maride n Serena. Secreta ry
~ BuIock. Treasurer Sue Dunn, and an
~ who is as harc:Nrorking and energet ic
as the students. Miss Rugen. These people

along with all the members of the dub ha,,'e
prepared an exciting show this year which
should be the best ever! The Aquabr yte

tit~ "Water· Colored Rainbow"
Consists of new and ingenious numbers such
as beautifully choreo graphe d numbe r
evergreen'" by Mariel1en Serena tor the
talented swimmers Bm Keliey and Kris
Lat1imer,liza MinneUt's dynamite song
"Cabar et" performed in an exciting .
electri~'ng manner by soloist June Hu.ssey,
~Summer of 42" choreographed by it clever
Bill Kell~~. Diana Burke's dazzeling "A Fifth of
BeethO\:en"', number and a wonderful

Show.

number, "Calypso" . choreographed by the
talented Patty FuIler, just to mention a few.
The other musical numbers are just as
excellent as the ones mentioned above, but I
don't wish to reveal the whole show to you. I
These men and women of the Aquabryte
Club along with Miss Rugen have worked

lon~ ~d h~rd since Septem ber to present
their mcredible show! They havelm t on their
show ~or the Vets Club in Brockton, S.M.U.
and will put onasho w at Cape Cod along with
our own three B.S.C. Shows. I have observe d
their practices, and if they are any indication
of what the Aquabryte Show will be .like, my

~port~
Pay men t for

suggest ion to you is DON'T MISS IT!!
".Water~Colored Rainbow "· by the B.S.C.
Aquabr ytes will be present ed on April
21st,22 nd,and 23rdat 8':00 p.m. in the B.S.C.
pool, and it's . FREE ADMISSION for
everybody! This show is a must, don't miss it
or you11 definitely regret it!!
.

~nnounttmtn ts

men 's

intra mur al bask etba ll
officials and timer s is now
Fo~ S~oo~ng
available in the main gym
. on es
office .Pay ment s must be sponso red by: Phi.Pi Delta,
picke d up b A "I 22
Grea t Hill Cour ts .
Y prt.

MAA Banq uet
.
The .Men' s Athle tic Asso ci..
ation is curre ntly in.. the
proce ss of sendi nJJln ¥itati ons
to its annu al Father-~9n Day
Banq uet. ~ . Enclo sed wIth :the
Best of 10 shots ....25¢ invit ation s. are a. r'etur n
envel ope, a tick.e. t,.. an.d. an.
1st prize . case of beer R.S.
v.p". Any one, .who se
Wome n's Intram ural
2nd and, 3rd prize s
R~S.V.P~ IS not recei ved by
Softb all Roste rs
April 28 will 'not be gran.ted
2nd and 3rd prlze s
Due Thurs day April 23 in Judy
admi ttanc e .to the l?anq uet'
a six pack each
whet her they have 'a tlcket o},
Bards mail box
noLMr.Sw~nsonwarns that
Roste r forms avail able in
this . polic y . will '. be stron gly
Gym Lobb y
enfor ced thIS year.··
.

